4.ÊFACTIVITY
Factivity is a notion often appealed to in the preceding chapter, though a detailed definition has been delayed until this point. The definition given here is
brief and sketchy, and does not encompass the most recent thinking on presuppositionality. The purpose of the current study is to trace the diachronic development of pu, rather than resolve its synchronic semantics; so this treatment is
necessarily cursory. The reason for discussing factivity is that the complexity of
CSMG complementiser semantics has been the major driving force in the discussion of pu to date; and this complexity must be explained in any account of
the development of the particle.
After a brief outline of factivity and assertivity, I give a survey of the types of
predicates after which the various Greek complementisers are used, concentrating on pu. I then describe the major recent attempts at a description of the
semantics of CSMG complementation, which rely to a lesser or greater extent on
these notions.

4.1.ÊFactivity
4.1.1.ÊFactivity proper
An utterance A entails utterance B (AÊ|Ê- B), if B follows directly from the lexical
semantics of A, and is true in all possible worlds: no context can be devised to
disprove it. So I am a bachelor means I am not married: since bachelor means
unmarried man, no context can be devised in which the first utterance is true,
and the second false. This is in contrast to implicature: the implicature AÊ+> B
holds if B follows from the conventions of discourse, and the default assumptions associated with A. For example, I pushed him; then he fell leads to the
implicature He fell because I pushed him. The implicature results not because of
the lexical semantics of thenÑwhich is non-causalÑbut because of the post hoc
ergo propter hoc assumption that temporal relations are also causal. In contrast
to entailments, implicatures are defeasible: they can be cancelled by sufficient
addition of context, and are not true in all possible worlds.
Presupposition is a stronger logical connection than entailment.1 Consider
the utterances She managed to stop in time and She tried to stop in time. The
first utterance entails the second: if one manages to stop in time, then one has
tried to stopped in time, in all possible worlds. However, the negation of the

1The

following discussion is drawn largely on LevinsonÕs (1983) textbook on pragmatics.
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former utterance also entails the latter: the utterance She didnÕt manage to stop
in time still implies that an attempt was made.
This behaviour is inconsistent with a simple propositional calculus. In such a
calculus, A⇒B and ÂA⇒B can only obtain when B is universally true. Obviously,
the utterance She tried to stop in time does not constitute a universal truth.
Therefore, a logical machinery other than entailment is needed to capture the
relation between such utterances.
This phenomenon is prevalent in language; the issue first arose when logicians like Bertrand Russell tried to tackle the logical meaning of the definite article. RussellÕs famous example The King of France is bald entails the existence
of a King of France; but its negation does not deny such an existence: The King
of France is not bald still entails that there is currently a King of France. Intuitively, both utterances presuppose, as a background assumption, the existence of a King of France; this relation has therefore become known as presupposition (AÊ>> B.)
A factive predicate is a predicate which presupposes its complement. So the
definition of factivity is contingent on the definition of presupposition. In the
definition given above (preservation of entailment under negation), the class of
factive predicates is a subset of the class of predicates entailing their arguments,
as entailment is a necessary condition for presupposition.2
The foregoing definition treats presupposition in semantic terms, as a truthconditional property of language; since the late Õ70s, however, a more pragmatic
view of presupposition has gained ground (Levinson 1983:186ff), whereby presuppositions were not entailments but defeasible implicatures, and presupposition is rather to be understood as a background assumption.
While presupposition is an intricate and controversial field, on which thinking
has changed a lot in the past three decades, the foregoing definition is adequate
for our present purposes.
4.1.2.ÊSemi-Factivity
According to its semantic definition, presupposition is a constant about a
lexeme; yet once more pragmatic notions of presupposition are introduced, presuppositions become defeasible,3 and are associated with particular lexical
forms. For particular contexts, one class of factive predicates preserves its pre-

2Kiparsky

& Kiparsky (1971) give a number of syntactic tests for determining the factivity of a
predicateÑincluding paraphrasing a factive complement by replacing the complementiser that
with the fact that. Ultimately, however, factivity was regarded as a semantic quality, tied up with
presupposition, and testable by such semantic tests as the preservation of entailment under
negation (I donÕt regret that I agreed to come overÊ>> I agreed to come over), questioning (Do
you regret that you agreed to come over?Ê>> You agreed to come over), and projection (nesting
within another predicate) (John appears to regret evicting his grandmotherÊ>>John evicted his
grandmother.)
3e.g. I donÕt regret coming, because in fact I never came at all.
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supposition, while another systematically does not. This is lexically-conditioned
defeasibility.
By 1971, several semantic tests had been devised for presupposition. These involved the preservation of entailments under several changed contexts. We have
seen the most prominent testÑpreservation of entailment under negation:
(1a)

John doesnÕt regret that he has not told the truth Ê| John has not told the truth

(1b)

John doesnÕt know that he has not told the truth Ê| John has not told the truth

Karttunen (1971b) found there are two distinct classes of predicate in entailment-preservation. One classÑpredicates of emotion, like regretÑpreserve
their entailments under all the tests he devised; these were called true factives.4 The other class, involving predicates of knowing and perception, consistently fail several preservation tests. These predicates were called semi-factives. For example, semi-factives do not preserve the entailment of their complements when their epistemic modality is downgraded (rather than negated
outright):
(2a)

It is possible that I will regret later that I have not told the truth. >> I have not
told the truth. [True factive; presupposition preserved.]

(2b)

It is possible that I will realise later that I have not told the truth. >>
/ I have not
told the truth. [Semi-factive; presupposition not preserved.]

Similarly, in questioning, true factives preserve their entailments, whereas
semi-factives are ambiguous between a presupposing and a non-presupposing
interpretation:
(3a)

Did you regret that you had not told the truth? >> You had not told the truth.

(3b)

Did you find out that you had not told the truth? >> You had not told the truth.
[Context: we already know the answer to this question.]

(3c)

Did you find out that you had not told the truth? >>
/ You had not told the truth.
[Context: we want to find out the answer to this question.]5

4 Given

added context information, true factives do not always preserve their entailments. In
Karttunen (1971b), forget is included with the true factives; because of its semantic status as
cognitive, I include it with the semi-factives.
5The conditioning in (3b, 3c) is entirely pragmatic: the preservation of the complement is contingent on whether the speakers know the complement to be true. So under a pragmatic view of
presupposition, there is no such thing as a Ôsemi-factiveÕ predicate as a lexical class. If presupposition involves lexically conditioned defeasibility, then certain lexemes allow an entailment to
be cancelled under a given context, while others do not; and different lexemes can behave differently under different contexts. So Gazdar (1979:154) formulates a proof, exploiting his theory
of presupposition interpretation, to establish that the failure of semi-factives to pass the test in
(2b) follows directly from its semantic status as a verb of knowing (i.e. from the entailment X
finds out YÊ|Ê- X knows Y.)
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The important result is that the factivity of emotive and cognitive predicates is
different: emotive predicates are ÔmoreÕ factive, in a sense, because they preserve
their entailments under more syntactic contexts. This difference is reflected not
only in the tests formulated for English (although putatively language-universal) by Karttunen, but also in complementiser choice in Greek. Furthermore,
the difference between emotive and cognitive predicates is underlyingly semantic (a property exploited by pragmatic presupposition theory); so complementiser choice is best viewed as depending primarily on the semantics of the
matrix predicate.
4.1.3.ÊAssertivity
An independent semantic factor was introduced by Hooper (1975) to explain the
distinction between true factives and semi-factives. The notion of assertivity she
introduced has proved a very useful factor in explaining complementiser choice
and complement behaviour, particularly in Greek.
Assertive predicates are defined by Hooper as a class of predicates matching
certain syntactic criteria, with an underlying semantic justification: assertive
predicates
are all affirmative in nature; they imply in one manner or another that the speaker
or subject of the sentence has an affirmative opinion regarding the truth value of
the complement proposition (Hooper 1975:95) .

So assertive predicates do not entail or presuppose the truth of their complements; rather, they affirm, or assert it. Assertivity and entailment are logically
independent: it is possible to assert a proposition, without its truth having become established factÑas in I believe the earth is flat. Conversely, it is possible
for a proposition be entailed, without it being asserted: Hooper contends that
this holds for true factives.
The major syntactic criterion distinguishing between assertive and non-assertive predicates is that assertive verbs can be parenthetically postposed after
their complements:
(4a)

HeÕs coming to the party, I think
HeÕs coming to the party, I admit.
HeÕs coming to the party, I notice.
*HeÕs coming to the party, itÕs likely.
*HeÕs coming to the party, I doubt.
*HeÕs coming to the party, I regret.

An affirmative utterance necessarily contains at least one assertion: that of the
truth of its matrix predicate. For instance, I regret that heÕs coming to the party
contains the assertion of the regret-predicate. Assertive predicates also assert
their complement, so that an assertive-predicate utterance contains two assertions: the matrix and the complement. Hooper finds that, in English at least, if a
complement is separately asserted, it can precede its matrix. The effect of this
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movement is to change which of the two propositions in the clause is the main
assertionÑwhich appears first.
So in the clauses in (4a), the matrix clause becomes a parenthetical remark: it
is still asserted, but it is now less salient than the complement assertion. Nonassertives do not allow such a change, because they only contain one assertion.
Their complement proposition is either too weakly claimed to count as an assertion (non-negative non-assertives); denied (negative non-assertives); or presupposed instead of independently asserted (true factives).6
Assertives are divided into strong and weak. Semantically, these differ in
the force with which they assert their complements; I think it is going to rain is
a much weaker assertion than I insist it is going to rain. This semantic difference is manifested syntactically; for example, only weak assertive complements
can be tag-questioned:
(4b)

*I assert that inflation will continue, wonÕt it?
I think this car needs a tune-up, doesnÕt it?

The weak assertive matrix is somehow ÔtransparentÕ to processes like tag-questioning: its assertion is so weak that it can be passed over. In addition, weak assertives allow neg-raising in their parenthetical reading: when the negator is
raised to the matrix, it is again as if the matrix assertion is so weak as to be
transparent:7
(4c)

I think these living conditions are not suitable = I donÕt think these living conditions are suitable.
He said the door wasnÕt closed properly - He didnÕt say the door was closed
properly.

Table 8 lists some representative predicates and their associated assertivity and
factivity:

6 The

pragmatic view of presupposition holds that presupposed utterances are in some sense
background informationÑthey can be taken as mutually assumed knowledge between speaker
and hearer. But if a proposition is background knowledge, it will also be backgrounded in discourseÑit will not have attention drawn to it, it will not appear in focus but in topic position,
and so on. Assertion is a form of foregrounding: if a proposition is asserted, it is brought to the
fore as a claim presented for scrutiny, rather than assumed by the interlocutors. So a presupposition should not normally be asserted; and since true factives are more ÔpresupposingÕ than
semi-factives, true factives should be somehow commensurately less assertive. Assertivity is
thus consistent with pragmatic presuppositionality.
7As Kakouriotis (1982:114) points out, the weakening of assertivity goes further with the Greek
predicate Taro ÔreckonÕ; it is not possible to negate Taro-clauses at all. Thus, Taro oti Ta vreksi ÔI
reckon itÕll rainÕ, but *Den Taro oti Ta vreksi ÔI donÕt reckon itÕll rainÕ. This is characteristic of the
tendency of weak assertives to grammaticalise into epistemic markers, and thereby lose much of
their syntactic flexibility (cf. Thompson & Mulac (1991 [1988]) on English I think).
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Non-factive
Assertive
Strong Assertive
Verbal

Weak Assertive
Mental
think
believe
suppose
expect
imagine
seem

admit
argue
claim
explain
guarantee
hypothesise
imply
indicate

Non-Assertive
Mental
agree
beÊafraid
beÊcertain
beÊobvious
decide
estimate
hope
presume
suspect

insist
mention
predict
reply
say
suggest
swear
write

non-negative:
beÊlikely
beÊpossible
negative:
beÊunlikely
beÊimpossible
doubt
negated strong
assertive:
deny

Factive
Assertive (semi-factive)
findÊout
know
learn
notice

realise
remember
reveal
see

Non-Assertive (true factive)
regret
forget
amuse
suffice
bother

makeÊsense
care
beÊodd
beÊinteresting

Table 8. Some representative predicates classed according to assertivity (after Hooper 1975:92)

Assertivity is underlyingly a semantic, rather than a syntactic factor. As a consequence, the boundaries between predicate classes are not clear-cut, and certain
predicates behave exceptionally or inconsistently both semantically and syntactically. Furthermore, the boundaries between classes vary cross-linguisticallyÑ
for instance, between Spanish and English (for which Hooper uses different
syntactic criteria.)

4.2.ÊA semantic framework for verb complementation
The distinctions between factives and non-factives, and between assertives and
non-assertives, are largely reducible to predicate semantics. It is useful to have a
framework within which the semantic features of different complement-taking
predicates can be contrasted. To that end, I use the scheme in Ransom (1986);
Ransom has a well-defined, vectorial approach to predicate semantics, and
while NoonanÕs (1985) rival approach has more detail for Action predicates, for
Truth predicatesÑwhich are more important for this studyÑRansomÕs grid is
quite appropriate.
Ransom classes predicates semantically according to four dimensions. The
first is their information modalityÑthat is to say, the modality (stativity and
volitionality) of their complements. There are four information modalities.
OCCURRENCE predicate complements can only be non-stative:
(5a)

*Sherry watched Joe being 21 years old
*Sherry watched Joe be an Aries
Sherry watched Joe being taken by surprise
Sherry watched Joe play chess
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ACTION predicate complements are further restricted, in that they must be not
only non-stative, but also volitionally controllable by an agent:
(5b)

*Sherry forced Joe to be 21 years old
*Sherry forced Joe to be an Aries
*Sherry forced Joe to be taken by surprise
Sherry forced Joe to play chess

TRUTH predicates can take either stative or non-stative complements:
(5c)

Sherry knows that Joe is 21 years old
Sherry knows that Joe is an Aries
Sherry knows that Joe was taken by surprise
Sherry knows that Joe plays chess

FUTURE TRUTH predicates require their complements to have a future time reference with respect to the matrix; so they cannot take permanent states as
complements:
(5d)

Sherry predicted that Joe would be 21 years old soon
*Sherry predicted that Joe would be an Aries soon
Sherry predicted that Joe would be taken by surprise soon
Sherry predicted that Joe would play chess soon

In graphical form, the selectional restrictions on informational modality are
given in Figure 2.8

Volitional
Events

Non-volitional
Events

Transitory
States

Permanent
States

Action

Occurence

Future Truth
Truth

Figure 2. Information Modalities

The second dimension is evaluation modality, and involves the degree of
truth associated with the complement. The degree of assertivity of a predicate is

8Papadopoulou

(1994:138), in her discussion of the semantics of Greek complementation, replaces RansomÕs Information Modality axis with a two way opposition of STATE and EVENT and
the binary feature [±manipulable], which separates between Truth [−manipulable] and Future
Truth [+manipulable], and Occurrence [−manipulable] and Action [+manipulable], respectively.
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commensurate with evaluation modality, and is incoprorated here into the evaluation modality scale.
In RansomÕs scheme, there are four evaluation modalities. Predicates which
entail their complement are PREDETERMINED; for example, the entailment of the
complement forces the unacceptability of I regret that Bart wrote the book,
*but he may not have. Since entailment is conventionally a necessary condition
for factivity, all factive predicates are Predetermined.
Predicates which do not entail their complement, but present it as likely or expected, are DETERMINED. This class comprises of non-factive assertives, which
give an Ôaffirmative opinionÕ of the truth of their complement. Thus, It seems to
me that Bart wrote the book, but he may not have is acceptable. These predicates entail that their complement is expected or probable; so It seems to me
that Bart wrote the book, *but thereÕs no expectation that he did is unacceptable. Both strong and weak assertives belong to this class, which also contains a
small number of non-assertives, both negative (which do not assert their complement, but do present it as likely that it is not the caseÑe.g. doubt), and affirmative (e.g. it is likely, it is probable).
Predicates which entail not that their complement is probable, but that it is
possible, are UNDETERMINED . So, one can say I hope that Bart wrote the book,
but thereÕs no expectation he did. Since these predicates retain the presumption
of possibility, one cannot say I hope that Bart wrote the book, *but itÕs not possible he did.
Finally, predicates which take indirect questions as complements (and make
no entailment as to the possibility of their complements) are INDETERMINATE.
For example, one can say I wonder whether Bart wrote the bookÑor not, but
not I hope whether Bart wrote the book.
Evaluation modality gives an axis of complement truthfulness along which
matrix predicates can be placed; this is illustrated in FigureÊ3.
Indetereminate
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Determined
Predetermined
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Figure 3. Evaluation Modalities

The third dimension of RansomÕs classification (which is syntactic in nature
rather than semantic) is whether the complement is the subject (APPRAISALS), or
the object of the matrix (REACTIONS ). The final dimension is the semantic class
of the predicate: whether it is EMOTIVE (including any predicate making some
subjective evaluation of its predicate), LINGUISTIC (verbal), or C OGNITIVEPHYSICAL (involving both mental activity and events in the real world). Ransom
explicitly associates Emotive Predetermined Truth predicates with true factives.
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In Table 9, I include representative instances of predicates classified in
Ransom according to these four dimensionsÑincluding assertivity in the evaluation modalities. Appraisals are italicised rather than listed separately. Many of
the cells are empty: languages do not exploit all the potentialities of semantic
space available to their matrix verbs.
LINGUISTIC

Predetermined
Determined:
Strong
Assertive

Truth

Future Truth

admit
inform
agree
claim
confess
confirm
promise
say
suggest
swear
warn
rumoured
said

predictable
predict

Determined:
Weak Assertive
Determined:
deny
Non-Assertive
Undetermined pray

pray

Indeterminate

predict

ask

Occurrence

Action

advise
agree
ask
choose
order
promise
say
suggest
swear
urge
advisable

forbid
refuse
permit
permissible

COGNITIVE-PHYSICAL

Predetermined

Truth

Future Truth

Occurrence

Action

aware
discover
forget
know
learn
realise
remember
understand
certain
correct
false
happen
obvious
turnÊout

anticipate
foresee
forewarn
sureÊto

cause
feel
hear
make
notice
perceive
see
show
begin
continue
cease
comeÊabout
happen
persist

begin
cause
condescend
entice
force
get
know
make
manage
oblige
essential
impossible
obligatory
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Determined
Strong
Assertive

Determined
Weak Assertive

Determined
Non-Assertive

Undetermined

Indeterminate
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allege
assume
convince
decide
explain
feel
findÊout
hear
maintain
mean
presume
see
sense
show
suspect
believe
guess
imagine
think
suppose
appear
seem
doubt
pretend
likely
probable
conjecture
consider
possible
uncertain

conjecture
question
wonder
questionable
uncertain
unknown

wait
about
tend

aim
cause
convince
decide
force
help
hesitate
remind
seeÊfit
tempt
threaten
write
best
important
urgent

look

capable
ready
possible

anticipate
foresee

watch

able
allow
haveÊpermission
ready
try
difficult
easy
conjecture
question
wonder
questionable
uncertain
unknown

expect

likely to

E MOTIVE
Truth
Predetermined

amazed
annoyed
appreciate
hate
like
lucky
proud
regret
sad
tolerate

Future Truth

Occurrence

Action
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Predetermined

foolish
funny
great
important
interesting
right
smart
surprising
sad
wonderful
afraid
fear

Determined
Strong
Assertive
Determined
Weak Assertive
Determined
Non-Assertive
Undetermined hope

worried
hopeful

Indeterminate
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afraid
desire
eager
hope
prefer
want
preferable

enjoy
hate
like
amusing
annoying
exciting
interesting

prefer
want
preferable

worried
disturbing

Table 9. Semantic classifications of complement-taking verbs (Ransom 1986:176Ð182).

If now we map TableÊ8 onto TableÊ9, we get the distributions of assertivity and
factivity shown in FigureÊ4.9 As is clear from the Truth modality axis, predicates
fall into a gradient factivity/assertivity hierarchy: True FactiveÊ> Semi-FactiveÊ>
Strong AssertiveÊ> Weak Assertive. Predicates lower in this hierarchy are also
lower in the Evaluation Modality hierarchy (PredeterminedÊ> DeterminedÊ>
UndeterminedÊ> Indeterminate), and in the semantic class hierarchy (EmotiveÊ> Cognitive-PhysicalÊ> Linguistic). To obtain coherent hierarchies, the gaps
in the grids (most prominent in emotive predicates) are given ÔdonÕt-careÕ
values.
The information modality hierarchy (TruthÊ> Future TruthÊ> OccurrenceÊ>
Action) is more problematic, as there is a conspicuous reversal of the hierarchy.
In Predetermined Occurrence Cognitive-Physical predicates, the Physical predicates (such as cause) are non-assertive (*He went to church, I caused), whereas
the Cognitive predicates (such as see) are not only assertive, but also factive; as
a result, they are higher in the hierarchy than their Future Truth counterparts,
like anticipate. If Future Truth is swapped with Occurrence in the hierarchy,
and Cognitive predicates are separated from their Physical counterparts, the
gaps in the grid allow the assertivity/factivity hierarchy to follow the informa9I

acknowledge the influence of Star TrekÕs three-dimensional chess in the creation of this diagram scheme.
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tion modality hierarchy. This reversal should not be surprising: being future,
Future Truth predicates like anticipate are less anchored in the here-and-now
than predicates like see, and so seem less ÔrealisÕ. The relative position of
Occurrence and Future Truth is thus somewhat fluid in this study.10
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Figure 4. Assertivity and factivity in RansomÕs semantic scheme11

10Hooper

(1975) does not list Cognitive Undetermined Truth predicates in her allocation of
predicates as to assertivity and factivity; however, they do not seem to be assertives. They appear rather to group with the affirmative non-assertives Hooper identified: be likely, be conceivable, be probable, and be possible:
(6)
??He will come, I speculate
??He will come, I conjecture
*He will come, I consider
11The Linguistic Future Truth Predetermined cell is occupied by the single predicate predictable, which is not mentioned in Hooper (1975), but is strong assertive given the acceptability
of That Hilda will pass the exam is predictable.
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4.3.ÊComplementiser competition
4.3.1.ÊOverall complementiser competition
Now that we have a framework for describing the semantics of complementtaking verbs, we can describe how the various Modern Greek complementisersÑ
pu, pos, oti,12 na, an, mipos, ke, ∅Ñcompete with each other. I use RansomÕs
framework to delimit the semantic domain in which each complementiser is
used.
Frequently a predicate can take two different complementisers, with different
modality values. What is attempted here is a mapping of complementiser to
modality; so the underlying assumption is that modality is determined by complementiser. This extends to factivity: if a predicate is used non-factively with
oti, and factively with pu, the immediate conclusion is that factivity is determined by the use of pu, rather than by the predicateÑas Christidis (1981) concluded. This is an assumption I return to later.
The term ÔcomplementiserÕ is here used as a semantic cover-all, rather than a
syntactic term: it is used to denote members of the paradigm of utterances
which connect complement clauses to a matrix. This is despite the fact that ke is
the conjunction ÔandÕ,13 and the syntactic status of na, while still controversial, is
considered by most linguists not to be a complementiser.14
For reasons of space and scope, detailed discussion is given for only those
cells of the grid where pu can appearÑor where detailed argumentation is
needed to establish that pu alters the modality of a predicate normally associated with a given cell. In other cells, the complementisers used are named in
summary form only, and without examples (see Nicholas 1998c for more extensive discussion). A similar analysis of Greek complementation, involving just pu,
oti and na, is essayed by Papadopoulou (1994:142Ð189).
As an aid to following the discussion, each section is preceded by a picture on
the complementiser grid of the cells being discussed.

12Unless

noted otherwise, wherever oti is admissible, so is pos, the difference between the two
being restricted to register:
There is no difference in meaning between oti and pos, but the fact that the former
is of more learned origin while the latter is genuinely demotic means that oti is
used more in formal styles, pos in less formal. The use of pos is generally more restricted than that of oti, the former being found most often with simple verbs such
as leo ÔI say, tellÕ, ksero ÔI knowÕ, nomizo ÔI thinkÕ, maTeno ÔI learn, find outÕ, and kano
ÔI pretendÕ. (Mackridge 1985:269)
13Its behaviour as a subordinator is confirmed by the fact, inter alia, that the ordering of the
matrix and complement is not arbitrary (Delveroudi 1994:282): arxizi ke katalaveni ÔheÕs beginning to understandÕ makes sense, whereas *katalaveni ke arxizi ÔheÕs understanding and beginningÕ does not.
14Philippaki-Warburton (1992) convincingly rebuts arguments that na is a complementiser; according to her, na belongs within the INFL node in Government-Binding Theory, rather than the
COMP node. But see Tsoulas (1993) for counterarguments defending the complementiser status
of na.
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Indeterminate and Action

Indeterminate predicates use only an ÔifÕ and mipos ÔwhetherÕ to introduce their
verbs.
Non-Indeterminate Action predicates can take either na or ke. Of these, na is
unmarked, while ke has the effect of forcing the predicate to become Predetermined, since the utterance takes on the form of a conjunction: in an utterance
like ton Dietaksa ke irTe ÔI ordered him and he cameÕ, both the ÔmatrixÕ Dietaksa
ÔorderedÕ and the ÔcomplementÕ irTe ÔcameÕ must be trueÑas distinct from ton
Dietaksa na erTi ÔI ordered him to comeÕ, where there is no predetermination of
the complement.
Non-Predetermined Occurrence and Future Truth

Undetermined and Determined Occurrence predicates take na. Used with these
predicates, pu and ke raise their information modality to PredeterminedÑalthough ke is not admissible with all of these predicates:
(7a)

mu aresi pu vlepo Teatro, *ala Den iparxi prosDokia pos to vlepo tora ÔI like the
fact that I am watching the theatre, *but there is no expectation that I am
watching it nowÕ
?mu aresi ke vlepo Teatro ÔI like the fact that I am watching the theatreÕ

(7b)

sixenome pu vlepo Teatro, *ala Den iparxi prosDokia pos to vlepo tora ÔI abhor the
fact that I am watching the theatre, *but there is no expectation that I am
watching it nowÕ
*sixenome ke vlepo Teatro ÔI abhor the fact that I am watching the theatreÕ

Undetermined Future Truth predicates likewise take na; Undetermined Future
Truth Linguistic predicates can additionally take oti. The acceptability of ke after
Undertermined Future Truth predicates is variable: only some Emotive predi-
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cates allow it, and Linguistic predicates do not. As always, ke has the effect of
making its matrix Predetermined.
Cognitive Determined Future Truth predicates can take either oti or na, with a
clear preference for oti; na seems to be marked for doubt. Zero-complementation can occur for Cognitive Determined Reactions. Linguistic Determined
Future Truth predicates, on the other hand, can take only oti or ∅. According to
my SprachgefŸhl, at least, Determined Future Truth predicates cannot take kecomplements.
Predetermined Occurrence and Future Truth

The combination of Predetermined and Future Truth modality is problematic. If
something is predicted as being true in the future, it is not normally true in the
present, and thus cannot be Predetermined for any but the most vacuous predictions.15 So the only way to ensure that a Future Truth modality predicts a
truth is to displace the act of prediction into the past, as in He had predicted
correctly that Phar Lap would win the race.
In such a context, Greek does not admit na, which forces a Determined rather
than Predetermined reading. It also does not admit ke at all. Instead, oti or pu
appear, and the complement needs to be topicalised by a coreferential clitic (to).
Alternatively, the matrix predicate can be contrastively stressed; if it is not
stressed, the predicate retains a Determined reading:
(8)

15 Recall

eÄo ton proiDa na fevÄi, ma bori ke na min efiÄe telika ÔI foresaw him leaving, but
he may not have really have left in the endÕ
eÄo proiDa oti efiÄe, ma bori ke na min efiÄe telika ÔI foresaw that he left, but he
may not have really have left in the endÕ
eÄo proiDa oti efiÄe, ??ma bori ke na min efiÄe telika ÔI FORESAW that he left, but
he may not have really have left in the endÕ
to oti efiÄe to proiDa, *ma bori ke na min efiÄe telika ÔI foresaw the fact that he
left, but he may not have really have left in the endÕ
to proiDa pu efiÄe, *ma bori ke na min efiÄe telika ÔI foresaw the fact that he left,
but he may not have really have left in the endÕ

that permanent states, like one plus one equals two, cannot be the complements of
Future Truth predicates.
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There are two types of Predetermined Occurrence predicates: Cognitive (predicates of perception), like vlepo ÔseeÕ, and Physical (predicates of compulsion/
manipulatives), like anagazo ÔforceÕ. The latter can only take na or ke:
(9)

ton anagasa na fiÄi ÔI forced him to leaveÕ
ton anagasa ke efiÄe ÔI forced him to leaveÕ
*anagasa pos efiÄe ÔI forced that he leftÕ

Predicates of perception, however, can take any of na, ke, pos/oti, ∅, pu, or to
otiÑnamely, any Modern Greek complementiser. In addition, predicates of perception need not be Predetermined Occurrence; they can also be Determined
Truth (*I saw him be male; I saw that he was male). In fact, complementiser
choice is associated with the modality of the complement. For simplicity, all instances of predicates of perception are dealt with together in this section.
As can be seen in the following, na has the effect of demoting the verb from
Predetermined to Determined (it cancels any presupposition of the complement), while oti is Predetermined only in case the matrix predicate is stressed,
as in (8), or the complement is topicalised. Only pu, ke and to oti preserve the
entailment of the complement under all conditions:
(10a)

eÄo ton iDa na fevÄi, ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw him leaving, but it might
not have been himÕ
eÄo iDa oti efevÄe, ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw that he left, but it might not
have been himÕ
eÄo iDa oti efevÄe, *ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI SAW that he left, but it might
not have been himÕ
eÄo to iDa oti efevÄe, *ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw that he left, but it might
not have been himÕ
to oti efevÄe to iDa, *ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw the fact that he left, but it
might not have been himÕ
eÄo ton iDa ke efevÄe, *ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw him and he was
leaving, but it might not have been himÕ
eÄo ton iDa pu efevÄe, *ala bori ke na min itan aftos ÔI saw him as he left, but it
might not have been himÕ

That the truth claim associated with na is weaker than that for other perception
complementisers is clearer in negative sentences:
(10b)

Den ton iDa na koliba ÔI did not see him swimÕ

(10c)

Den ton iDa oti kolibuse ÔI did not see that he was swimmingÕ
In [(10b)], the implication is that he may have swum but he may have not, while in
[(10c)] the implication is that he did swim but the act was not witnessed by the
speaker. (Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton 1987:182)

So an evaluation modality hierarchy emerges: ke, pu, to otiÊ> pos/otiÊ> na.
A further distinction underlies the choice between perception complementisers: pu, ke and na are only used when the complement is perceived directly,
whereas oti is applied to reported perception, or hearsay. As a result, in CSMG
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the pu-, ke- and na-complement can only be imperfective (one perceives an action while it is happening), whereas oti-complements can be perfective.
(10e)

ton akusa na fevÄi ÔI heard him leaveÕ (IMPFS)
ton akusa pu efevÄe ÔI heard him leaveÕ (IMPF P)
ton akusa ke efevÄe ÔI heard him leaveÕ (IMPFP)
akusa oti efiÄe ÔI heard that he feltÕ (PERF P)

The fact that raising is usual for pu, na, and ke, but not for oti, is relevant.16 With
raising, the complement subject becomes the object of the perception verb, and
direct perception is possible: one directly perceives nominals, and indirectly
perceives only clauses (facts). Thus ton akusa; ton akusa pu efevÄeÑI heard him;
I heard him leave. With oti-complements, the failure to raise means that all that
is perceived is the predicate (akusa oti efiÄeÑI heard that he left). Since the utterance bears no grammatical marker that the complement subject was directly
perceived, indirect perception is possible. Indeed, when the pu-complement
subject is not raised, and the complement is topicalised and perfective, the pucomplement actually conveys indirect perception (Papadopoulou 1994:178):
(10f)

To
Œkoysa poy o GiŒnnhq
brabe´thke
to
akusa
pu
o Äianis (NOM) vraveftike (PERF P)
it
I heard that John
was awarded
I HEARD that John received an award17

So ignoring exceptions like evidential perception (below) and (10f), there is also
a perception modality distinction at work: pu, ke, na direct, pos/oti, to oti indirect. This distinction properly inheres in raising, as (10f) shows, but raising is
endemic to pu as a relativiser.
As for Information Modality, na-complements can only be non-stative, as defined by Ransom (10g).18 pu-, oti-, ke- and ∅−complements are subject to no
such constraints, and can also introduce permanent states:
(10g)

16On

*ton iDa na ine ikosi xronon ÔI saw him being 20 years oldÕ
ton iDa pu /ke itan ikosi xronon ÔI saw that he was 20 years oldÕ
iDa oti itan ikosi xronon ÔI saw that he was 20 years oldÕ
ton iDa pu /ke itan arsenikos ÔI saw that he was maleÕ
iDa oti itan arsenikos ÔI saw that he was maleÕ

raising in Greek, see Ingria (1981:194Ð218), Joseph (1976), Joseph (1990), Joseph (1992a),
and Kakouriotis (1980).
17This is corroborated by Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki (1993a:45): Òon the other hand, [iDa
pu perpatise ÔI saw that she walked (PERFP)Õ] would be possible only with the meaning ÔI saw her
footprintsÕ.Ó
The violation of the correlation between direct perception and pu is significant. Yet while such
utterances are possible, I have not seen any instances in found textsÑother than the class of evidential perception detailed immediately below.
18Christidis (1982:59) argues that complements such as na kaTete akinitos Ôsitting stillÕ, for
which na is admissible, are stative, though volitional or transitory. In the framework used here,
however, sitting still still counts as an Action: I forced him to sit still. So ton iDa na kaTete
akinitos ÔI saw him sitting stillÕ does not count as a stative complement.
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vlepi ta psaria ∅ lipane ap to karfi ÔHe sees the fish were missing from the nailÕ
(Tz ¤218 2; folk tale collected by Megas)

So while in English verbs of perception like hear can be either Predetermined
Occurrence or Determined Truth, in Greek they can take on three guises. Followed by na, they are Determined Occurrence. Followed by oti, they are Determined Truth. Followed by pu, ke, or ∅, finally, they are Predetermined Truth.
The major semantic difference is between oti-complements, describing mediated experience, and the others, which describe immediate experience.19
19Setatos

(1985; 1994) has proposed finer semantic differentiations between the sundry complementisers appearing after perception verbs, although he does not give a systematic exposition. For the matrix vlepo __ erxode Dipla sto kafenio ÔI see __ they are coming up to the cafŽÕ, he
makes the following associations (Setatos 1994:502) (Note that in this matrix and the following,
there is no raising):
¥
oti: neutral, ascertainment of event;
¥
pu: [I see] their arrival, which leads me to entertain thoughts, but it is their
business, etc.;
¥
pos: [I see that they have arrived] which provokes various emotions in me,
but what can I do about it;
¥
ke: I watch and they come; equipotent meanings;
¥
na: my glance catches their arrival, and I donÕt know what to do, etc.;
¥
∅: [I saw them come] as I expected.
More succinctly, he makes the following remarks on the matrix vlepo __ erxete i katastrofi ÔI see
__ the disaster is comingÕ (Setatos 1985:181):
¥
oti: realisÑcf. Christidis;
¥
pos: personal opinion;
¥
na: mere opinionÑna opens up possibilities;
¥
pu: interest;
¥
∅: indifference.
¥
ke: logical [consequence, presumably];
It seems Setatos makes the following distinctions:
¥
oti is unmarked, and constative;
¥
pos expresses a subjective, rather than objective determination;
¥
na expresses a conjecture or uncertainty of some kind;
¥
ke asserts both matrix and complement with equal force, and presents the
complement as a logical consequence;
¥
pu hints at some unspecified emotional reaction to the complement;
¥
∅ hints that the complement is unremarkableÑeither to be expected or not
interesting.
Of these distinctions, the conjecture in na follows from its weakened Evaluation Modality, characteristic of na throughout the complementation grid (see discussion of Determined Truth
predicates, below). The equal force of ke follows from its syntactic identity as a coordinating
conjunction; Delveroudi (1994) makes this the main distinguishing characteristic of complementiser-ke. The emphasis on the inevitability of the ke-complement seems to derive from its
assertivity: if the ke-clause is being asserted so strongly, then it cannot possibly be cast in doubt;
the inference that it is inevitable arises naturally. The use of ∅ to express indifference seems to
result from the assertivity reversal associated with ∅: the matrix vlepo appears to become parenthetical much the same way as if it were postposed (erxete vlepo i katastrofiÑthe disasterÕs
coming, I see), which weakens vlepo to an evidential, and the complement to a given.
For the three remaining complementisers, SetatosÕ distinctions appear artificial. That pu would
convey some unspecified emotional reaction is reasonable, in light of the fact that its predominant use as a complementiser is after emotive verbs; but I can report no such contamination between emotive and perceptual pu in my idiolect, and the very fact that the putative emotion is
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One can summarise as follows:
Direct
Predetermined
Stative

pu
+
+
+

ke
+
+
+

to oti
−
+
+

oti/pos
−
−
+

na
+
−
−

There is another type of perception pu-complement not remarked on until now.
The normal perception pu-complement involves direct perception, and Occurrence, with a distinct (raised) nominal direct object. But there is another class of
pu-complements, in which there is no raised object, and the objects may be stative:
(11a)

Eides pou n logikn sou exei sobara loopholes;
Epeidn bgnke to '86 prepei va to diabasa kai to '86;

E¼deq poy h logikü soy ªxei sobarŒ loopholes ;
Epeidü bgüke to ogdontaªji prªpei na to diŒbasa kai to ogdontaªji;
iDes pu i loÄiki su exi sovara loopholes?
epiDi vÄike to oÄDodaeksi prepi na to Diavasa ke to oÄDodaeksi?
See how your logic has serious loopholes in it?
Just because it came out in Õ86, does that mean I must have read it in Õ86? (ÔThe
MarsistÕ, Re: souiti........; Hellas-L, 1997Ð02Ð04)
(11b)

Etsi ki emeine auto to "Master of Information"... Eides pou 2 xronia
meta afou efyga ap' th Macromedia AKOMA me kynhgaei? ;-))))

«Etsi ki ªmeine ayt¿ to ÇMaster of InformationÈÉ E¼deq poy d´o xr¿nia metŒ afo´
ªfyga apÕ th Macromedia AKOMA me kynhgŒei; :-)
etsi ki emine afto to ÒMaster of InformationÓÉ iDes pu Dio xronia meta afu efiÄa
ap ti Macromedia akoma me kiniÄai? [smiley]
[Story of how writer got the spurious title ÔMaster of InformationÕ while working
at Macromedia.] ThatÕs where that ÔMaster of InformationÕ came fromÉ See, ∅
two years after I left Macromedia, and itÕs STILL pursuing me! (Costa Flocas,
FW: You made one happy little lady!; Hellas-L, 1997Ð09Ð13)
(11c)

Afou kata ba8os mas "paei" kai va deis pou suvtoma 8a zhthsei dhmosiws
sugvwmh-etsi sta8oulh mou;- kai 8a evarmovistei sto klima ths listas.

Afo´ katŒ bŒuoq maq ÇpŒeiÈ kai na deiq poy s´ntoma ua zhtüsei dhmos¼vq
sygnÃmhÑªtsi Stauo´lh moy;Ñkai ua enarmoniste¼ sto kl¼ma thq l¼staq.
afu kata vaTos mas ÔpaiÕ ke na Dis pu sidoma Ta zitisi Dimosios siÄnomiÑetsi
staTuli mu?Ñke Ta enarmonisti sto klima tis listas.
After all, deep down he likes us, and youÕll see, ∅ soon he will apologise publicallyÑright, Stathis darling?Ñand blend in to the mailing list ethos. (Yannis
Koutalos, Re: My last to you!; Hellas-L, 1997Ð11Ð03)
(11d)

Mprabo...Oute mia apobolh..koita na deis pou oi upoxrewseis eginan kai
shmeio gia pswro.u.perhfaneia...

MprŒboÉ O´te mia apobolüÉ ko¼ta na deiq poy oi ypoxreÃseiq ªginan kai shme¼o

unspecified by any element in the sentence makes its existence suspect. As for the oti/pos distinction, this seems to me to be an epiphenomenon of their register associationsÑhigh register
being associated with pretensions of objectivity and neutrality, while low register is associated
with tentative expressions of opinion and tendentiousness. That oti can be used after quite tentative expressions of subjective opinion, such as pistevo ÔbelieveÕ, makes it unlikely that the objective/subjective distinction inheres in oti/pos.
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gia cvroäperhfŒneiaÉ
bravoÉ ute mia apovoliÉ kita na Dis pu i ipoxreosis eÄinan ke simio Äia
psoroiperifaniaÉ
[Sarcastic] Good for you! Not expelled even once from school! To think, ∅
obligations have ended up a point to boast about! (Lida Anestidou, Re:
souiti........; Hellas-L, 1997Ð02Ð04)

This kind of complementation (which I do not believe has been identified in the
literature before) I term evidential perception; as the examples show, in
such usage a perception predicateÑin this case vlepo ÔseeÕÑis used to express a
strictly cognitive notion of understanding rather than perception. 20 In this instance, pu is used with the complement to highlight that the complement should
be obvious to the listener; vlepo has made a shift from cognitive to evidential (Ôit
should be obvious thatÉÕ) This obviousness, tantamount to givenness, may be
enough to justify the use of pu here from a synchronic point of view.
Consistent with this evidential use, evidential vlepo is mostly used in the
second person (evidentiality is projected onto the listener as a rhetorical device;
the third person is not interactional, and the first person involves a vacuous
claimÑif someone says something, it should be obvious to them). It is also perfective (presumably because understanding is assumed to have been accomplished), and either interrogative (indicative) or jussive (subjunctive, imperative) (the statement is used as a request for or encouragement of agreement.)21
20English

see is, of course, also used in this metaphorical extension of perception to understanding. The lack of actual sensory perception is what distinguishes evidential perception from
indirect pu-perception as in (10f).
21The interrogativity and imperativity of the examples is lost in the translations for idiomaticity;
the literal glosses are: ÔDo you see that your logic has loopholes?Õ; ÔDo you see that two years
after I left M. it is still pursuing me?Õ; Ôand you should see that soon he will apologise publicallyÕ; ÔLook to see that obligations have ended up a point to boast aboutÕ.
In Hellas-L from November 1996 to January 1998, the following text counts for instances of
evidential perception obtain:
Jussive
2.SG PERF S
deis pou
42
Jussive
2.PL PERF S
deite pou
5
Jussive
2.SG IMPP
des pou
7
Interrogative
2.SG PERF P
eides pou
19
Interrogative
2.PL PERF P
eidate pou
3
Interrogative
2.SG IMPFS
blepeis/vlepeis pou
4
Interrogative
2.PL IMPFS
vlepete pou
1
Non-Interrogative
2.SG PERF P
eides pou
3
Non-Interrogative
1.SG
PERF P
eida pou
3
There are 87 instances of evidential perception-pu in the corpus; 84 of them have a second
person referent, 82 of them are perfective, and 81 of them are either interrogative or jussive.
20 of the 42 2.SG PERFS instances appear in the emphatic collocation kita na Dis pu Ôlook to see
thatÉÕÑcf. (11d), which is only associated with evidential perception: *kita na Dis ton petro Ôtake
a look at PeterÕ.
Evidential perception can also be expressed with a negative matrix, in which case it corresponds
to Ônever mind thatÉÕ:
(11e)
Den ton jªreiq to gio moy. Mh blªpeiq poy egÃ ªxv katantüsei aplü mªxri ahd¼aq kai
de d¼nv pia pentŒra gia toyq t´poyq. Eke¼noq ejakoloyue¼ nÕ anükei ston k¿smo mªsa
ston opo¼o megŒlvse.
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Undetermined Truth

Greek does not seem to have a Linguistic Undetermined Truth predicate, unlike
English pray. Of the other Undetermined Truth predicates, the Cognitive vary
between oti/∅ (Reactions) and na (Appraisals), and the Physical take only na;
ke is unacceptable.
Emotive predicates are variable; elpizo ÔhopeÕ takes both oti-/∅ and na-complements, with a preference for na, while anisixo Ôbe worriedÕ takes only oti. (In
distinction to other predicates, there does not seem to be a clear semantic differentiation between elpizo na and elpizo oti.) Again, ke is unacceptable.
Predetermined Truth

In Predetermined Truth predicates, na cannot appear at all; na-complements
after such predicates, if acceptable, switch them to Action or Determined predicates.
One semantic difference between na- and pu-complements of Emotive Appraisals, arising from this fact, is that only pu is factive:
(12a)

Den ine perierÄo pu ine ikosi xronon, *an ke fisika bori na ine ke meÄaliteros ÔIt
isnÕt odd that he is 20 years old, though of course he might be even olderÕ

Den ton kseris to Äio mu. mi vlepis pu eÄo exo katadisi apli mexri aiDias ke De Dino
pia pedara Äia tus tipus. ekinos eksakoluTi n aniki ston kosmo mesa ston opio
meÄalose.
You donÕt know my son well. Never mind that (ÔDonÕt see thatÕ) I have ended
up nauseatingly informal and donÕt give a dime any more about formalities. He
continues to belong to the world he was brought up in.
You donÕt know my son! DonÕt imagine heÕs like me. IÕve let myself go so
much, itÕs a disgrace. I donÕt give a damn about how I look and what I do. But
he still keeps to the ways he was brought up in. (Tah 62)
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(Complement preserved under negation)
Den ine perierÄo na ine ikosi xronon, an ke fisika bori na ine ke meÄaliteros ÔIt
isnÕt odd for him to be 20 years old, though of course he might be even olderÕ
(Complement not preserved under negation)

Now, as Vande Ostinje (1985:158) points out, na-Emotive predications like the
following are not necessarily irrealis:
(12b)

lipame na ton vlepo na ipoferi ÔIÕm sorry to see him suffering [like that]Õ
ksafniazese na ti vriskis eki, se toso ftoxo periÄiro ÔYou are astonished to find her
there, in such spartan surroundingsÕ

The most salient distinction in this case between Emotive na- and pu-complements is rather that the time reference of a pu-complement is specific, whereas
that of a na-complement is left open-endedÑas shown in (13a) and (13b):
(13a)

Xa¼romai poy se blªpv
xerome pu se vlepo
IÕm happy to see you (I am seeing you at this particular time, and I am happy
for it)

(13b)

Xa¼romai na se blªpv
xerome na se vlepo
IÕm happy to see you (I am happy whenever I see youÑalthough I am not necessarily seeing you right now)

So in (12b), the na-complements stress that the emotive reaction obtains as a
matter of principle, independent of specific time: one is sorry to see him suffer
at any time (including, as it happens, the present); one is astonished to find her
in such surroundings at any time (including the present). A pu-complement, by
contrast, anchors the reaction to the specific referent time: one is sorry at that
particular time to see him suffer. Admittedly, the distinction is rather fine, and
in examples like (12b), as opposed to (13b), the distinction is more a matter of
emphasis (any time) than temporality.
The general rule in Greek is that oti is used after Linguistic and Cognitive
predicates (there being no Physical Predetermined Truth predicates), with ke
and ∅ admissible after Linguistic and Cognitive Reactions, except for ksexno
ÔforgetÕ. (Problems of subject conjunction prevent ke after appraisals.)
(14a)

paraDexome oti/ke/ ∅ ime ikosi xronon ÔI admit I am twenty years oldÕ
ksero oti/ke/ ∅ ine ikosi xronon ÔI know heÕs 20 years oldÕ
ksexasa oti/*ke/*∅ ine ikosi xronon ÔI forgot heÕs 20 years oldÕ
emaTa oti/ke/ ∅ ine ikosi xronon ÔI learned heÕs 20 years oldÕ
katalava oti/ke/ ∅ ine ikosi xronon ÔI understood that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
TimiTika oti/ke/ ∅ ine ikosi xronon ÔI remembered heÕs 20 years oldÕ
ine fanero oti/*ke/*∅ ine ikosi xronon ÔIt is obvious heÕs 20 years oldÕ

Here, oti-complements are factive in the semantic senseÑthat is, they can preserve their truth under negation:
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Den iksere oti ine ikosi xronon ÔShe didnÕt know heÕs 20 years oldÕ
Den ksexase oti ine ikosi xronon ÔShe didnÕt forget heÕs 20 years oldÕ
Den katalave oti ine ikosi xronon ÔShe didnÕt realise that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
Den TimiTike oti ikosi xronon ÔShe didnÕt remember that heÕs 20 years oldÕ

pu is used after Emotive Reactions, while Emotive Appraisals can use either pu
or oti. To my judgement, ke and ∅ are not admissible for any of these.
(14c)

xarika pu/*oti/*ke/* ∅ ine ikosi xronon ÔI was happy heÕs 20 years oldÕ
metaniosa pu/*oti/*ke/*∅ ine ikosi xronon ÔI regretted that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
ine lipiro pu/oti/*ke/*∅ ine ikosi xronon ÔIt is sad that heÕs 20 years oldÕ

To summarise:
Emotive
Cognitive
Linguistic

Reaction
pu
ke, ∅, oti, (pu)
ke, ∅, oti

Appraisal
pu, oti
oti
oti

This is the picture in broad perspective; there are, however, complications, with
the pu/oti boundary violated on both sides. Thus, Christidis (1981:171) notes
that, for some speakers, oti is acceptable after Emotive Reactions, although only
in imperfective contexts:
(15a)

LypŒmai ¿ti o arxhg¿q thq ajivmatiküq antipol¼teyshq den prosªrxetai stiq
synedriŒseiq
lipame oti o arxiÄos tis aksiomatikis adipolitefsis Den proserxete stis sineDriasis
I am sorry that the Leader of the Opposition is not attending the meetings
(Imperfective) 22

(15b)

Lypüuhka poy/*¿ti den ürue na me dei
lipiTika pu/*oti Den irTe na me Di
I am sorry he didnÕt come to see me (Perfective)

The complementiser oti also follows Emotive Reactions in the guise of the factive and topicalising complementiser to oti. This complementiser can be used
with all Predetermined predicates (15c), although for Emotive Reactions the
complement becomes oblique, and not a direct object of the verb (15d):23
(15c)

to oti ime ikosi xronon to paraDexome ÔI admit the fact that I am twenty years
oldÕ
to oti ine ikosi xronon to ksero ÔI know the fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
to oti ine ikosi xronon to ksexasa ÔI forgot the fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
to oti ine ikosi xronon to emaTa ÔI learned the fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
to oti ine ikosi xronon to katalava ÔI understood the fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ
to oti ine ikosi xronon to TimiTika ÔI remembered the fact that heÕs 20 years
oldÕ

22Example (15a)
23This indicates

was not acceptable to Christidis; nor is it acceptable to me.
that pu as an emotive complementiser is also not a direct object of the predicate, and reinforces its connection with causal adjuncts.
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to oti ine ikosi xronon ine fanero ÔThe fact that heÕs 20 years old is obviousÕ24
ine lipiro to oti ine ikosi xronon ÔThe fact that heÕs 20 years old is sadÕ
(15d)

xarika Äia to oti ine ikosi xronon ÔI was happy that heÕs 20 years oldÕ (=Ôfor the
fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ)
metaniosa Äia to oti ine ikosi xronon ÔI regretted that heÕs 20 years oldÕ (=Ôfor
the fact that heÕs 20 years oldÕ)

Finally, pu is admissible after Cognitive (and much less frequently, Linguistic)
Predetermined Truth predicates as a marked complementiser. What pu is
marked for in such contexts is a rather involved matter, with different predicates triggering different semantic factors; discussion of the details involved is
postponed until ¤4.3.2.
Determined Truth

The final region of the complementation grid to consider are Determined Truth
predicates. The normal complementiser after such predicates is oti, although ke
and ∅ are also admissible with all Non-Negative Reaction predicates. Normally,
when na appears with such predicates, it converts them to Action modality,
where acceptable.
The Emotive Determined Truth predicate fovame ÔfearÕ can take a pu-complement; in that case, however, the predicate becomes Predetermined, and the
predicate exactly parallel to the other Predetermined Emotive Reactions:
(16)

fovame pu Ta Äino ikosi xronon ÔI am scared by the fact that I will turn 20
years oldÕ

As well as oti, Truth complements of the predicate fovame can appear with the
introductive min ÔlestÕ, which patterns semantically and morphologically with
naÑalthough na itself cannot be used, since it converts the Evaluation Modality
of the Truth complement to Action.
When the Determined Truth predicate has a weaker Evaluation ModalityÑ
namely, when it is either affirmative or weakly negative non-assertive, or weak
assertiveÑna can appear with the effect of downgrading their evaluation
modality. According to Kakouriotis (1982:118), weak assertives with na are further weakened, to the point of being no longer assertive.
24CSMG

has no productive subject clitic to topicalise the subject complement here.
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Comparison with English
The complexity of the preceding discussion might leave one longing for the simplicity of something like RansomÕs chart of the distribution of complementisers
in English, outlined in TableÊ10.
Predetermined
Determined
Undetermined
Indeterminate

Truth
that
that
that
whether

Future Truth
that
that
INF
whether

Occurrence
¯/that
INF
INF
whether

Action
INF
INF
INF
whether-INF

Table 10. Distribution of complementisers in English (Ransom 1986:88).

This table gives a clear overall trend: the higher the information or evaluation
modality, the likelier the choice of that as against the infinitive. As an overall
trend, this is likewise discernible in the Greek data, with oti the equivalent of
that and na the equivalent of the infinitive. Table 10 is nonetheless an idealisation; complexity similar to that outlined in Greek obtains, when one identifies
further semantic factors involved in complementiser choice.
When complementation is studied at the level attempted above, the data becomes reminiscent of lexical diffusion (McMahon 1994:50Ð56)Ñthe process by
which linguistic change does not necessarily spread to all members of a
paradigm instantaneously, but can hop from lexeme to lexeme.25 There are
ÔhiccupsÕ in the Greek dataÑfor instance, the acceptability of pistevo na ÔbelieveÕ
but not nomizo na ÔthinkÕ, although both are Weak Assertive Truth Cognitive
predicates (Nicholas 1998c); these are at least suggestive of a process of na
spreading in time through the complementation grid, with the synchronic status
a snap-shot rather than a necessary, internally consistent endpoint.
Summary of Greek complementation
The distribution of Greek complementisers is summarised in FigureÊ5.26 To say
that the distribution is complex is an understatement; but there is not one com25 Lexical

diffusion is the reason why, for example, while the reflexes of Middle English [Eù]
(orthographic ea) are normally [iù] (as in peak), some words remainÑsuch as steakÑin which
the reflex is the older [EI].
26Just as RansomÕs table of complementiser distribution in English (Table 10) is a schematic
simplification of the actual situation in English, so too PapadopoulouÕs (1994a:138) table of
complementiser distribution is a drastic simplification of Figure 5:
Truth
Future Truth
Occurrence
Agent
Predetermined
pu
oti
na
Determined
Undetermined
Indeterminate
an
Table 11. PapadopoulouÕs (1994a:138) distribution of Modern Greek complementisers
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plementiser competition going on, but ten, involving the five effective complementisers of GreekÑpu, ke, ∅, oti, and na. If we isolate particular complementiser distributions, we can get a clearer picture of what is going on. This is done
by viewing separately the distribution of oti (FigureÊ6) and na (FigureÊ7).
In broad terms, the choice between oti and na is determined by whether the
complement is realis or irrealisÑor, to use Philippaki-Warburton & VeloudisÕ
(1984) terms, extensional versus intensional. More concretely, as can be seen
from these figures, the occurrence of oti as against na is likelier:
¥
The higher one moves in the Information Modality hierarchy
(the CSMG equivalent of the come to pass predicate, etixe Ôit
was fortuitousÕ, takes only na)Ñoti does not occur at all for
Occurrence or Action;
¥
The higher one moves in the Evaluation Modality hierarchyÑna
does not occur at all for Predetermined predicates;
¥
The higher one moves in the Semantic Class L INGUISTICÊ>
COGNITIVEÊ> EMOTIVE;
¥
As one moves from Appraisals to ReactionsÑalthough this is a
determining factor only for Cognitive Undetermined Truth
predicates.

On the other hand, Papadopoulou finds RansomÕs grid inadequate to represent the full semantic
diversity of complement-taking predicates, and prefers NoonanÕs (1985) 11 semantic categories.
However, the factors used in the grid presented hereÑAssertivity, Evaluation Modality,
Information Modality, Semantic ClassÑare adequate to express those of NoonanÕs distinctions
which involve oti or pu, as follows:
¥
Utterance: Linguistic
¥
Propositional Attitude: Weak Assertive and Non-Assertive Cognitive Determined Truth
¥
Physical Perception: Cognitive Predetermined Occurrence
¥
Knowledge/Acquisition of Knowledge: Cognitive Predetermined and Strong Assertive
Determined Truth (This category includes predicates of indirect perceptionÑwhich is
consistent with the Cognitive Strong Assertive Determined Truth class)
¥
Evaluative: Emotive Predetermined Truth
¥
Fearing: Emotive Determined Truth
¥
Pretending: Non-Assertive Linguistic Determined Truth (in fact, pretense presupposes
the falsity of the complement; we have not had recourse to a separate anti-factive position
in the Information Modality axis)
¥
Volitive: Emotive Undetermined
¥
Manipulative: Physical Predetermined Occurrence and Determined Action
¥
Modal: Physical Determined Occurrence and Non-Assertive Physical Determined Truth
¥
Aspectual: Physical Predetermined Action
The last four classes involve na exclusively (Papadopoulou 1994a:181), and have some overlap in
RansomÕs terms. These are, of course, the positions on the grid for these predicate classes with
their unmarked complementiser; a change of complementiser, as already seen, forces a change
of grid position.
An added advantage with RansomÕs formulation rather than NoonanÕs is that RansomÕs is explicitly scalar, while NoonanÕs make only qualitative distinctions. Thus, complementiser choice
can be represented in a grid with RansomÕs parameters, much more readily than NoonanÕs.
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Figure 5. Distribution of Modern Greek complementisers

There remain many instances of Determined and Undetermined Truth and
Future Truth predicates where na and oti coexist; the most that can be said
without a special study is that na is marked for doubt, and weakens the Evaluation Modality of the predicate, which appears to be a continuum rather than a
discrete scale.
While in broad terms the competition between oti and na matches that in
English between that and the infinitive, there are some differencesÑnotably the
use of na with predicates like elpizo ÔhopeÕ and piTano ÔprobableÕ introducing
states, and the new class of Non-Assertive Cognitive Truth, as in pistevo na Ôbelieve toÕ.
Of the remaining complementisers, ke is restricted to Predetermined modality, but can take on any Evaluation modality; so it spans across the oti/na divide. Zero-complementation is broadly tied to assertive predicates (as is its parenthetical counterpart), although it appears to be incompatible with Appraisals,
and has extended to Undetermined Cognitive predicates like ikazo ÔspeculateÕ.
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Figure 6. Distribution of oti

The complementiser whose distribution is of real interest in this study is pu. As
is clear from FigureÊ5, pu may be said, without loss of generality, to be restricted
to Predetermined stative predicates (Truth and Future Truth). Even within
those limits, pu competes with both oti and ke. Furthermore, the prevalence of
pu varies with the semantic factors already identified. Thus, after Emotive
Reactions pu is virtually mandatory, whereas after Linguistic Reactions its presence is marginal. Similarly, after Reactions pu is much more prevalent than after
Appraisals.27
There are other factors involved which have not yet been considered. For example, pu has been claimed to be factiveÑa more restrictive condition than Predetermined. Syntactic factors other than reaction/appraisal need to be considered: namely, whether the complement has been topicalised, and whether the
complement subject has been raised. There are also pragmatic factors involvedÑsuch as whether the complement proposition is a given in the dis27This

is true of other complementisers as well. For example, in my idiolect zero-complementation seems more natural with Weak Assertives than with any other category of predicatesÑ
notwithstanding TzartzanosÕ (1991 [1946, 1963] ¤218 2) claim that they are more frequent with
perception verbs.
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course. So while the complementiser grid given above is very detailed, it is still
not adequate to delimit the distribution of pu in CSMG. The next section gives
more detail on these finer semantic differentiations.
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Figure 7. Distribution of na

4.3.2.ÊComplementiser competition between pu and oti
The competition between pu and oti only applies to complementation, as oti
hardly ever introduces adjuncts or forms collocations in CSMG. And the semantic distinctions drawn between pu- and oti-complements in ChristidisÕ
(1981) influential paper are quite subtle. Furthermore there is significant variation in the distribution of complementiser-pu amongst Modern Greek dialects,
and between Puristic and CSMG. Nevertheless, the very complexity of the distribution of pu against oti has been the driving force behind most recent work on
the semantics of pu.
Christidis (1981) represents the first substantial attempt to tackle the distribution of pu amongst all predicates in concrete terms. For cognitive predicates
this involves determining the semantic property for which pu is marked, as oti is
the unmarked complementiser for such predicates. Christidis thus outlines a
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disparate set of semantic distinctions between pu- and oti-complements for a
variety of predicates. The differences are as follows:
¥
For ksexno ÔforgetÕ, a pu-complement implies that the event in question
should not have been forgottenÑthat the memory is deliberately repressed, fictitiously repressed, or should have been recalled vividly.
(17a)

Jªxase poy/??¿ti ton e¼xe synantüsei sto Par¼siÑprotimŒei bªbaia na mh to
uymŒtai giat¼ aisuŒnetai ªnoxoq.
ksexase pu/??oti ton ixe sinadisi sto parisiÑprotimai vevea na mi to Timate Äiati
esTanete enoxos.
HeÕs forgotten meeting him in ParisÑof course, heÕd rather not remember it,
because he feels guilty. (Memory deliberately repressed)

Furthermore, pu is preferred in introducing continuous events:
(17b)

Jªxase poy/??¿ti jhmerobradiaz¿tan sto sp¼ti maq.
ksexase pu/??oti ksimeroraDiazotan (IMPFP) sto spiti mas.
HeÕs forgotten how/??that he would spend day and night at our house.

(17c)

Jªxase poy/??¿ti ta p¼name maz¼.
ksexase pu/??oti ta piname (IMPF P) mazi.
HeÕs forgotten how/??that we used to drink together.

Christidis explains this as follows:
Such situations [continuous events], for obvious reasons, constitute strong representations in memory, and are directly accessible. Precisely because they have that
characteristic, [É they] are constrained to the emotive sense of the verbÑwith the
conjunction pu. Since it is not natural for the subject to no longer remember the
referent of the complement ([ÔrememberÕÊ=] the epistemic sence of the verb
[ksexno])Ñand that pragmatic factor is responsible for the ÔunnaturalnessÕ of
[examples with oti-complements]Ñthe subject must have become obliviousÑrepressing, for some reason, the knowledge of the situation to which the complement
is referring. (Christidis 1981:136)

In other words, pu introduces a proposition the speaker believes the subject
should not have forgottenÑparticularly if it was a continuous activity which
should have become imprinted on the subjectÕs memory. So pu makes a stronger
claim than that the complement is true: it claims that (as far as the speaker is
concerned) the complement should be known to be true by the subject. Christidis therefore considers ksexno pu to be an emotive verb, as it involves a subjective judgement. This accounts for the choice of complementiser, as pu is associated most strongly with Emotive predicates.
But while ksexno pu does imply a negative reaction to the subject, imputing either negligence or deceit, it still seems odd to call ÔforgetÕÑor even Ôpretend to
forgetÕÑan Emotive predicate. One can point to the counterexample of kano
taking a pos-complement, and not a pu-complement, when it means ÔpretendÕ
rather than Ômake; doÕÑas do, for that matter, predicates of lying like leo
psemata Ôtell liesÕ. The obviousness or givenness of the complement to the
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speaker seems a way of looking at this complement more consistent with the
other usages of pu.
¥
For perception predicates, the distinction between pu and oti lies in the
fact that pu describes direct perception, whereas oti describes indirect perception, and emphasises cognition (hearsay, inference, etc.) over perception itselfÑgiving the matrix epistemic force.28
(10e)

¥

ton akusa na fevÄi ÔI heard him leaveÕ
ton akusa pu efevÄe ÔI heard him leaveÕ
ton akusa ke efevÄe ÔI heard him leaveÕ
akusa oti efiÄe ÔI heard that he feltÕ

For Timame ÔrememberÕ, pu deals with recalled, inchoative memory, while
oti deals with possessed, stative memory. That is to say, pu-complements
must spring immediately to mind (direct recall), whereas oti-complements
are more abstract, and can be brought to mind after some conscious intellectual effort (indirect recall).

(18a)

UymŒmai, san na ütan xueq, poy/??¿ti ton e¼xa synantüsei sto Par¼si.
Timame, san na itan xTes, pu/??oti ton ixa sinadisi sto parisi.
I remember having met him in Paris as if it was yesterday.

(18b)

Uymüuhka, ´stera ap¿ pollü prospŒueia, ¿ti/??poy ton e¼xa synantüsei sto
Par¼si.
TimiTika, istera apo poli prospaTia, oti/??pu ton ixa sinadisi sto parisi.
After much effort, I remembered that IÕd met him in Paris.

Similar restrictions on continuous complements apply as with ksexno:
(18c)

UymŒmai poy/??¿ti ta p¼name maz¼ kŒue brŒdy sthn tabªrna.
Timame pu/??oti ta piname mazi kaTe vraDi stin taverna.
I remember how/??that we used to drink together every night at the taverna.

To elaborate on ChristidisÕ criterion: an event recollected from personal experience is likelier to be introduced by pu (18c), whereas facts are introduced by oti.
(18d)

UymŒmai ¿ti/??poy o Alªjioq Komnhn¿q ypürje prin enniak¿sia xr¿nia ªnaq mªgaq
Byzantin¿q aytokrŒtoraq.
Timame oti/??pu o alexios komninos ipirkse prin eniakosia xronia enas meÄas
vizadinos aftokratoras.
I remember that/??how Alexius Comnenus was a great Byzantine emperor
nine hundred years ago.29

Since pu involves direct recall, it introduces a situation the speaker holds in no
doubt; the truth of the complement follows directly. With oti-complements, the
complement is necessarily true if the matrix is perfective, as the process of indi28ChristidisÕ accounts ignores evidential perception.
29In (18d), pu would imply not only that the speaker

was in Alexius ComnenusÕ inner circle in
1080, but also that he had some tangible experience of ComnenusÕ greatnessÑthat his greatness
manifested itself in a specific event, rather than being an abstract fact.
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rect recall is already complete (19a). If the matrix is imperfective, the process of
recall is not complete, and the truth of the complement cannot yet be held to be
certain.30 So imperfective Timame oti is not factive (19b):
(19a)

*Uymüuhka ¿ti ton e¼xa synantüsei sto Par¼si, an kai mpore¼ na ªkana lŒuoq.
TimiTika (PERFP) oti ton ixa sinadisi sto parisi, an ke bori na ekana laTos.
I remembered that I had met him in Paris, although I might have been wrong.

(19b)

UymŒmai ¿ti ton e¼xa synantüsei sto Par¼si, an kai mpore¼ na kŒnv lŒuoq.
Timame (IMPFS) oti ton ixa sinadisi sto parisi, an ke bori na kano laTos.
I remember that I had met him in Paris, although I may be wrong.31

So propositions introduced by pu after Timame are analogous to those introduced by pu after ksexno; for that very reason, Christidis argues, they are unlikely to have been forgotten (being vividly recallable), and imply that the referent should not have forgotten them.
¥
Christidis explains the distribution of pu for the remaining Semi-Factive
predicates, such as ksero ÔknowÕ and katalaveno Ôunderstand; realiseÕ, in a
similar way. Just as Timame-complements are distinguished between directly recalled, concrete events (pu) and intellectually recalled, abstract
facts (oti), so too these other semi-factives distinguish between ÔindirectÕ
intellectual knowledge (oti) and ÔdirectÕ experiential, internalised knowledge (pu). The distinction between the two types is that the former denotes
Òthe process of EgoÕs acquiring a piece of new information through an external sourceÓ, while the latter involves Òthe process of EgoÕs becoming
aware of the existence of something inside himself (e.g. an idea/belief)Ó
(McCawley 1978:274).
Intellectual knowledge is thus acquired and inchoative: knowledge has come in
the form of known facts, and there is a well-defined process by which such
knowledge comes to be known. Experiential or internalised knowledge, on the
other hand, is possessed, and arises ÔinternallyÕ. Since such knowledge does not
arise at a well-defined moment, it is impossible for a pu-complement to be inchoativeÑsomething these propositions have in common with the other class of
pu-complements, emotive responses (20a). And since conditional utterances
like (20b) place knowledge of the complement in the future, they cannot involve
30As

Papadopoulou (1994:154) puts it with regard to the analogous Acquisition of Knowledge
predicates, ÒThe truth of the complement proposition is negotiable in the present [É] because
acquisition of consciousness, Ôcoming-to-knowÕ is a culminating process, whose culminating
point lies on the deictic now or beyond and cannot thus be considered as decided upon. [É] The
past tense ÔmovesÕ both types of situation back in time, both ÔpointsÕ (realize) and Ôculminated
processesÕ are presented as concluded and, are thus seen as equivalent to states, facts, that true
factives typically are.Ó
31Varlokosta (1994c:68) counterargues that imperfective Timame oti is still factive if qualified by
kala ÔwellÕ: Timame kala oti ton ixa sinadisi sto parisi, *an ke bori na kano laTos ÔI remember well
that I had met him in Paris, although I may be wrongÕ. Christidis would presumably answer
that, if the adverb well can be used to characterise the process of recall, then the process itself
must be complete enough to be subject to evaluation; so Timame kala is in fact crypto-perfective.
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internalised knowledge: the speaker will not be able to realise when they will
come to possess this knowledge.
(20a)

Arx¼zv na katalaba¼nv ¿ti/*poy den me sympaue¼.
arxizo na katalveno oti/*pu Den me sibaTi.
IÕm beginning to realise that she doesnÕt like me.

(20b)

An katalŒbv ¿ti/*poy den me sympaue¼ ua f´gv.
an katalavo oti/*pu Den me sibaTi Ta fiÄo.
If I realise she doesnÕt like me, IÕll leave.

If pu were used in these utterances, the proposition she doesnÕt like me would
have been pragmatically presupposedÑi.e. it would have been given. So the
question of realising the proposition could not ariseÑmaking pu unacceptable.
For internalised knowledge to be articulated, it must be already known to the
speaker, and presupposed. In that case, the speaker has absolute commitment
to the truth of the complement. Where knowledge of the complement is indirect,
and the matrix does not contain an assertive adverbial like kala ÔwellÕ, it is still
possible to defeat the presupposition of truth of the complementÑas was the
case with Timame in (19b).
¥
Finally, oti is more readily used than pu in Emotive Appraisals (complement subject), while the reverse holds with Emotive Reactions (complement object). The semantic distinction Christidis draws between the two is
that, while reactions give Òa direct emotive reaction as a result of an
eventÓ, appraisals, being impersonal (the experiencer is not a complement
of the predication), give Òa more permanent emotive/value position
against an eventÓ (Christidis 1981:145). In other words, pu gives a direct,
personal response, whereas oti involves a more indirect, considered and
impersonal response. This distinction is extended by Christidis (1981:172)
to those examples, not acceptable to all speakers, where oti can be used
after imperfective reactions (15a): the reponse is, again, relatively ÔpermanentÕ, being imperfective, rather than a direct, instantaneous reaction, associated with a perfective matrix.
¥
One further class of predicates needs to be mentioned: these are factive
cognitive predicates which never take p u-complements. They include
lamvano iposi Ôtake under considerationÕ, adilamvanome ÔrealiseÕ, anakalipto
ÔdiscoverÕ, apokalipto ÔrevealÕ, Diapistono ÔdetermineÕ, and anafero ÔmentionÕ:32

32As

stated here, the set includes cognitive predicates; Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki
(1993a:42) also include the factive linguistic predicates veveono ÔaffirmÕ, eksiÄo ÔexplainÕ, omoloÄo
ÔadmitÕ, DiaDiDo Ôspread the rumourÕ and paraDexome ÔadmitÕ. In the framework adopted here,
these predicates are excluded from taking pu-complements because they are linguistic rather
than factiveÑas is also the case with the prototypical linguistic predicate, leo ÔsayÕ.
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Antilüfuhka/«Elaba yp¿ch moy to gegon¿q ¿ti/¿ti/*poy den endiafªretai gia th
doyleiŒ toy.
adiliftika/elava ipopsi mu to ÄeÄonos oti/oti/*pu Den enDiaferete Äia ti Dulia tu.
I realised/took under consideration the fact that/that he is not interested in
his job.

These predicates involve the intellectual acquisition of knowledge. As Giv—n
(1973) discusses, the subject of discover does not know the complement to be a
fact until the time of the matrix; so all these predicates are somehow associated
with the intellectual acquisition of knowledgeÑsome more than others, as take
into consideration properly deals not with newly acquired, but newly attended
knowledge. As Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki (1993a:41Ð42) put it, Òit is
significant in this regard that the verbs that only take oti are those whose semantics is characterised by conferring the status of existence to a predicative
relation.Ó
A problem with this set is that two predicates belonging to it, maTeno ÔlearnÕ
and katalaveno Ôunderstand; realiseÕ, can take pu-complementsÑalthough much
more infrequently than other semi-factives. So this may be another case of lexical diffusion; the fact that all these predicates are of Puristic origin, whereas
maTeno and katalaveno had survived in the pre-literary language, may also be
significant.
There is also a non-prototypical predicate set: the nominal cause predicates
loÄos ÔreasonÕ and etia ÔcauseÕ. These predicates always take pu rather than oti in
CSMG; the reason seems to be that complements after such predicates are conflated with relativisations (o loÄos pu irTa Ôthe reason that I cameÕ). For that
reason, such predicates are tabulated in text counts, but are differentiated from
their verbal counterparts: kano Ômake, causeÕ is listed as a Predetermined
Physical Occurrence Verbal, and as a category for which pu is unacceptable in
CSMG, while loÄos is listed as a Predetermined Physical Occurrence Nominal,
for which pu is acceptable in CSMG. To preclude cross-category confusion, these
nominals are excluded from aggregate complementiser counts.
It cannot always be determined in written texts whether a perception predicate refers to direct or indirect perception. For that reason, the following modified grid is used in this work to plot the relative distribution of complementiserpu; as should be clear, emotive appraisals and reactions are differentiated, as
are acquisition of knowledge predicates from static knowledge predicates; on
the other hand, perception predicates are undifferentiated, and placed between
emotive and cognitive truth predicates. In addition, the category of Linguistic
Truth is made to include Strong Determined predicates (leo ÔsayÕ). Finally,
Future Truth predicates tend to be statistically insignificant in text, and are
omitted.
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Figure 8. Modified complementiser-pu grid

This grid is used in conjunction with the larger grid of Fig.Ê4. The diagram has
the drawback that it relies on CSMG intuitions as to the Information Modality of
verbsÑfor example, that ksero pu is always predetermined. This is unlikely to be
the case in those dialects where pu has become the unmarked realis complementiser; and intuitions unnecessarily bias the investigator. Therefore, when
investigating given texts, all occurrences of a given verb are given the same information modality. For example, all instances of proleÄo Ôforesay, predictÕ are
considered strong assertives, whether followed by pu or oti. Because we are not
considering na-complements, which frequently modify both the Information
and Evaluation Modality of verbs, this does not change the apparent distribution significantly.
4.3.3. The Third Wedding
To illustrate the claims made for the distribution of pu in CSMG against an actual text, I analyse the complementation system with regard to the text The
Third Wedding, which is taken as representative of CSMG.
There are 80 instances of complementiser-pu in the text, which encompasses
around 118,000 words; there are 1131 instances of pu overall in the text, so that
complementiser-pu has a textual frequency of 0.7ä, and involves 7% of all instances of pu. Instances of pu as against oti and pos are distributed as follows:
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
CSMG-Unacceptable

80
72
51/2/2 (93%)
20/7/2 (69%)
8
0/2/5 (0%)
4/27/28 (7%)
4/140/102 (1.6%)
4/99/61 (2.4%)
0/41/41 (0%)
0

Following the grid outlined in ¤4.3.2, the distribution of complementiser-pu
may be plotted as follows:
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Figure 9. Complementiser-pu in The Third Wedding

This distribution is just what we anticipate of CSMG. The distribution of pu is
restricted to Predetermined Modality; the following example looks like an exception, but on closer investigation turns out not to be a complementiser instance at all:
(22)

(Nina needs to deceive a guard at hospital that Petros, who is wanted by the
government, and has just entered the room, is someone else.)
ÇDhmütrh!È, toy fvnŒzv, koitÃntaq ton sta mŒtia gia na mpei sto n¿hma. ÇPeq ston
k´rio pÃq se lªne. De me piste´ei poy toy lªv pvq tÕ ¿nomŒ soy e¼nai Dhmütrioq
L¿ggoq.È
ÒDimitri!Ó, tu fonazo, kitodas ton sta matia Äia na bi sto noima. Òpes ston kirio pos
se lene. De me pistevi pu tu leo pos t onoma su ine Dimitrios logos.Ó
ÔDimitris!Õ I shouted, looking hard at him so that he should catch on. ÔTell the
officer here your name. He doesnÕt believe me when I tell him your name is
Dimitris LongosÉÕ (Tah 298)33

Hence there are no instances in this text of Determined or Undetermined predicates taking p uÑeven though this is permitted in CSMG, as a means of
switching the category of a predicate from Determined to Factive.
The distribution of pu is gradient through Information Modality and Semantic
Class: the hierarchies EMOTIVEÊ> COGNITIVEÊ> LINGUISTIC, REACTIONÊ> AP PRAISAL, and PERCEPTIONÊ> COGNITION are maintained. The values gravitate to
the extremes of the scale: 93%Ê> 69%Ê> 7%Ê> 2.4%Ê> 0%. For those instances
where pu is marginal in CSMGÑLinguistic predicates, Future Truth, and Truth
AcquisitionÑthere are no instances of pu at all. This text thus adheres quite
strictly to the CSMG tendencies already described; in particular, pu is highly
marked as a perception complementiser.
Of the 8 instances where pu follows a verb of perception or knowledge, 6 have
negative and/or interrogative matrices, and 7 are in the second person. All of

33Clearly,

from the translation, the pu clause should be considered a temporal adjunct, rather
than the complement of pistevo. This is not as obvious in Greek, which tolerates clausal-ditransitivity (i.e. a verb having both an animate and a clausal direct object), for both pu- and (though
less frequently) pos- and oti-complements. What decides against a complement interpretation is
that, under such an interpretation, Nina would actually be saying Ôthe officer does not believe
[me,] the fact that I am telling him your name is D.L.ÕÑwhereas the proposition being disbelieved is the complement, not of pistevo, but of leo ÔsayÕ.
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these factors differentiate the speakerÕs stance on the complement from the referentÕs. A second person referent is distinct from the speaker, so the speakerÕs
knowledge of the complement (which is presupposed by her) is contrasted with
the referentÕs ignorance. (We have already seen this property exploited in evidential perception, of which there are two instances in the text.) Likewise, negative and interrogative matrices contrast the speakerÕs presupposition of the
complement with the referentÕs ignorance of it (real or imputed).
So the conditions under which a marked pu-complement appears illuminate
what pu is marked for: it differentiates the speakerÕs knowledge from the referent. In particular, Tahtsis uses a pu-complement after a predetermined cognitive truth predicate, not when the speaker presupposes the complement, but
when this presupposition is marked by contrast with a referent other than the
speaker. This deictic component needs to be included in any account of complementiser-pu semantics.
4.3.4.ÊMakriyannisÕ Memoirs
As a counterweight to The Third Wedding, which represents CSMG after it was
koineised and subject to Puristic influence, one may consider MakriyannisÕ
Memoirs, widely regarded as an exemplar of mainstream Greek before Puristic
influence (at least with respect to syntax.) There are 72 instances of complementiser-pu in the text, and 1610 instances of pu overall in the text, so that
complementiser-pu has a textual frequency of 0.5ä, and 4% of all instances of
pu. Instances of pu as against oti and pos are distributed as follows:
Function

Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
REACTIONS
PREDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
APPRAISALS
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED TRUTH
LINGUISTIC
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN
CSMG-Unacceptable
DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH
LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH
COGNITIVE

Memoirs,
First period
(1829Ð1840?)
51
18
16/10/0 (62%)

Memoirs, Second
Period (18441851)
21
9
7/7/1 (47%)

Total

72
27
23/17/1 (56%)

2/2/0 (50%)

2/2/0 (50%)

4/4/0 (50%)

28
0/1/0 (0%)

9
0/0/0 (0%)

37
0/1/0 (0%)

15/16/1 (47%)
13/61/2 (17%)

6/12/0 (33%)
3/22/1 (11%)

21/28/1 (44%)
16/83/3 (16%)

6/12/1 (32%)
7/49/1 (12%)
5 (0.1)
0/3/0 (0%)
5/147/8 (3%)

2/10/0 (17%(
1/12/1 (7%)
3 (0.1)
0/4/0 (0%)
1/80/3 (1%)

8/22/1 (26%)
8/61/2 (11%)
8 (0.1)
0/7/0 (0%)
6/227/11 (2%)

0/12/0 (0%)

0/4/1 (0%)

0/16/1 (0%)

0/5/0 (0%)

1/13/0 (7%)

1/18/0 (5%)
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N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED
TRUTH LINGUISTIC
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED
TRUTH COGNITIVE
U NDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
REACTION

0/9/0 (0%)

0/6/0 (0%)

0/15/0 (0%)

0/0/0 (0%)

0/2/0 (0%)

0/2/0 (0%)

0/8/0 (0%)

1/2/0 (33%)

1/10/0 (9%)

The distribution of complementiser-pu may be plotted as follows:
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Figure 10. Complementiser-pu in MakriyannisÕ Memoirs

What is immediately noticeable, by contrast with The Third Wedding, is the
elimination of the polarisation in the complementiser distribution. Where
Tahtsis uses extremes of the scale (93%Ê> 69%Ê> 7%Ê> 2.4%Ê> 0%), Makriyannis
effaces both the tendency away from oti for emotives, and the tendency away
from pu for linguistic and cognitive predicates (56%Ê> 50%Ê> 44%Ê> 26%Ê>
2.5%Ê< 11%). The high count in Knowledge Acquisition predicates, largely due to
the use of pu with maTeno Ôlearn, be informedÕ (7 out of 8 instances), is characteristic of colloquial knowledge acquisition predicates avoiding pu much less
than their learned counterparts in CSMG.
The concentration of pu in Emotive Reactions is somewhat less than expected:
Makriyannis occasionally uses forms like xerome oti Ôglad thatÕ, which are unacceptable in CSMG. These are probably loans from Puristic, although the prominent usage of oti as a causal connective (now also unacceptable in CSMG, but
constituting 712 out of 1143 occurrences of oti in the MemoirsÑ63%) may also
have contributed. (Recall that complements of emotives are frequently considered causal.)
The Predetermined/Determined barrier for pu is also leaky in this text: pu
turns up (very rarely) after Determined Linguistic verbs (leo ÔsayÕ, milo ÔspeakÕ),
Weak Assertive Cognitives (fadazome ÔimagineÕ) and Undetermined Emotives
(elpizo ÔhopeÕ). As can be seen from the contexts for these predicates, cases can
be made for a factive reading for all these instancesÑalthough none of them is
overwhelmingly convincing.
So where TahtsisÕ text is characteristic of CSMG, in imposing the distinctions
discussed quite rigorously, there is a certain laxity in the way the distinctions
are followed in Makriyannis. This serves as a warning about something that becomes quite obvious in ¤6: the CSMG conditions on the distribution of comple-
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mentiser-pu, intricate though they may be, are not a diatopic reality for Greek as
a whole.

4.4.ÊThe factivity of pu
Kai metŒ to´to Ãrisen na metevrisuo´sin,
na syntyxa¼n‘ m¿noq e¼q, nÕ apilogütai Œlloq
kai pŒlin Œlloq e¼q proq e¼q dia thn eytaj¼an
¼na mh gªn‘ s´gxysiq ü taraxü tyxo´sa.
And then he bade them all to start to jest:
when each one spoke, another should reply,
and then another, always taking turns,
to keep things orderly, and to preclude
all unforseen disorder or confusion.
(Quad 115Ð118)

We have the facts about the semantic conditioning on complementiser-pu; but
what unifies these disparate usages? I give extensive discussion of ChristidisÕ
findings on the subject, since his account has been the most pervasive in
modern thinking on the subject. I then allude briefly to other attempts at resolving the same issue, some of which have been more coherent than others,
and have raised new challenges to theory.
4.4.1.ÊChristidis
pu
Before proceeding any further, let us summarise the semantic factors identified
by Christidis (1981) in ¤4.3.2:
Predicate Class
Perception
ksexno ÔforgetÕ
Timame ÔrememberÕ
Semi-Factives
Emotives

pu
direct sensation
emotive
direct recall
internalised knowledge
direct reaction

oti
indirect/epistemic perception
epistemic
indirect/intellectual recall
intellectual knowledge
indirect appraisal

Table 12. Semantic factors determining pu/oti complementiser choice (after Christidis 1981)

According to Christidis (1981), semantic presupposition is not a sufficient condition for pu-usage, since oti-complements can still preserve their truth under
negation (14b).34 Rather, in all cases oti/pos is used when the predicate has epis34This

preempts the arguments made by subsequent researchers against ChristidisÕ analysis,
such as Ginzburg & Kolliakou (1997 [1995]) and Varlokosta (1994c:69): Christidis never claimed
that oti-complements cannot be presuppositional.
Christidis (1981:120Ð121) also argued that the converse is the case: pu-complements do not always presuppose the truth of their complements. His example involves the perception predicate
vlepo ÔseeÕ. lipame pu efiÄe ÔI regret that he leftÕ can be paraphrased as efiÄe, ke lipame Äi afto Ôhe
left, and I regret itÕ; but ton iDa pu efevÄe ÔI saw him leavingÕ cannot be paraphrased as efevÄe, ke
ton iDa Ôhe was leaving, and I saw himÕ. Christidis (1982:59), however, acknowledges that it is
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temic force, and makes an evaluation of some sort on the truth of the complement. For pu-complements, on the other hand, the question of the truth of the
complement is not posed (t¼uetai)Ñi.e. subjected to a truth valuationÑbut presupposed (proäpot¼uetai),35 with ÔpresupposedÕ understood pragmaticallyÑthe
truth of the proposition is not questioned or evaluated, but rather consitutes the
background to the sentence assertion. Thus:
¥
For perception predicates, pu merely reports a perception; oti treats the
matrix as an epistemic justification for posing the complement.
¥
For ksexno ÔforgetÕ, pu conveys an emotive, subjective response to the complement, which is not itself questioned; oti makes an epistemic claim about
a fact, whose truth can be questioned.
¥
For Timame ÔrememberÕ, and semi-factives in general, pu introduces directly recalled, internalised knowledge, whose truth is not questioned; oti
makes an epistemic claim that a proposition is known thanks to an intellectual process of recall.
¥
For emotives, pu conveys a reponse to the complement, whose truth is not
questioned; oti states the complement independently as a truth in the
world, and then presents a valuation of it.
But for a predicate to comment somehow on the truth of its complement, and to
ÔposeÕ it, is tantamount to saying that it asserts that truthÑwhich reduces the
choice between oti and pu, and ChristidisÕ new notion of ÔpresuppositionÕ, to one
of assertivity. Christidis (1981) does so explicitly at the end of his paper:
So we can say that, while complements expressed with oti/pos express an assertion
(namely, they are complements of assertive verbs, verbs which state that the
speaker or subject has a positive opinion as to the truth value of the complement),
complements introduced by pu presuppose an assertionÑthey are complements of
non-assertive verbs. (Christidis 1981:155)36

na-complements of perception verbs, not pu-complements, that fail to be presupposed after perception predicates; and that his 1981 argument was mistaken.
The argument is raised again by Varlokosta (1994c:67), who believes the following sentence to
be acceptable, and proof that pu does not presuppose its clause:
(23)
Ton e¼da poy ªfeyge, an kai ütan skotŒdi kai mpore¼ na kŒnv lŒuoq.
ton iDa pu efevÄe, an ke itan skotaDi ke bori na kano laTos
I saw him leaving; however it was dark and I may be wrong
Christidis (1982) finds the cancellation of vlepo pu-complements pragmatically anomalous, so
presumably (23) would not be acceptable to him. It is not acceptable in my idiolect, either. For
her own part, Varlokosta notes that such presupposition cancellation only occurs with perception predicates, which she concludes are inherently non-factive. (Varlokosta does not accept
ChristidisÕ claim that factivity is a property of the complementiser rather than the matrix.)
35 The description employed by Christidis, and largely inspired by that of Josephs (1976) on
Japanese complementation, suggests directness/indirectness as a criterion; Christidis
(1981:150), however, believes this criterion is epiphenomenal to the epistemic/non-epistemic
distinction.
36This is despite the fact that some predicates appearing with oti fail the syntactic test for assertivity: they cannot be parenthetically placed after their complements. Thus:
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So pu is tied up not with factivity, but with non-assertivity. This is corroborated
by the fact that there are factive predicates which fail to take pu, like lamvano
ipopsi Ôtake under considerationÕ; according to Christidis (1981:148), this is because these are exclusively epistemic predicates, which cannot refer to internalised knowledge, but only to intellectual processes. As a result, these predicates must always ÔposeÕ the truth of their complementsÑeven if the complements are true under negation.
pu vs. na
When Christidis adds na-complements to his scheme (Christidis 1982; 1983), he
opposes both na and pu to pos/oti as not making a truth claim; the difference
between the two is that pu always presupposes its complement, whereas na
never does. More specifically, for each predicate type, na denotes the following:
¥
Cognitive Truth: na expresses doubt or lack of knowledge about the complement. Thus, na makes no truth claim, and involves no presupposition.
(This is consistent with the analysis above, that cognitive-na is non-assertive).
¥
Action: na introduces an action. Thus it cannot make a truth claim, since
its complement is not a proposition. Where the Action predicate is
Predetermined, it still cannot be considered factive, since such predicates
do not preserve their complements under negation (John didnÕt remember
to post the letter/
→ John posted the letter); they are rather implicative
(Karttunen 1971a), implying the truth of their complement (John remembered to post the letter→ John posted the letter). So the issue of presupposition does not arise for na-complements.
¥
Physical Occurrence: na expresses involvement in an action. Again, a truth
claim cannot be made.
¥
Perception: na communicates the direct perception of an on-going, nondelimited process. In that it involves direct perception, na behaves the
same way as pu; the distinction is that one cannot see someone being tall
using na (*ton iDa na ine psilos), since the state described is permanent: it
is anchored to a well-defined temporal duration, and is not ÔunderwayÕ but
fixed in time. No such problem arises when one sees what is a transitory
state (ton iDa na ine kurasmenos ÔI saw him being tiredÕ).

(24)

*ton ixe sinadisi sto parisi, ksexase. ÔHeÕd met him in Paris, he forgot.Õ
*o Äiannis apetixe stis eksetasis, ine lipiro. ÔJohn failed his exams, itÕs sad.Õ
*Den enDiaferete Äia ti Dulia tu, elave ipopsi tu. ÔHe wasnÕt interested in his work,
he took into consideration.Õ
Christidis is not concerned about these discrepancies. He considers the use of oti with the properly non-assertive verbs above to be Ôborderline-assertiveÕ.
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¥

Emotive: na introduces a reaction to a possible, non-delimited state. As
with pu, the question of a truth claim does not arise; but unlike pu, the nacomplement is not presupposed.
In all these cases, the referent is not a realised, temporally specific event; it is
either irrealis, or temporally unbounded/underway. For pu-complements, the
event is always realis, and bound to a specific time. Thus, pu is anchored to a
real, delimited event, whereas na is not. This explains the distribution of pu and
na after the following three predicates:
(25a)

Ton e¼da poy/*na ªfyge
ton iDa pu/*na efiÄe (PERFP)
I saw him leave

(25b)

AisuŒnomai na/*poy xŒnomai
esTanome na/*pu xanome
I feel myself perishing

(25c)

Ton pr¿seja poy xamogelo´se /??na xamogelŒei eirvnikŒ
ton proseksa pu xamoÄeluse (IMPFP)/??na xamoÄelai (IMPF S) ironika
I noticed him smiling sardonically

If na serves to point out that a perception complement is underway, Christidis
(1983:116) reasons, the complement cannot be in the past tense (25a) or perfective: it can only appear in IMPFS. Indeed, perfective na-complements are unacceptable after perception predicates, although they are acceptable after all other
ÔirrealisÕ predicates: thus, *ton iDa na fiÄi ( PERFS) ÔI saw him leaveÕ, but ton
anagasa na fiÄi ÔI forced him to leaveÕ. When the predicate can only take as an
argument a temporally unbound event underway, as in (25b), pu is unacceptable. But when the predicate involves an act of observation, which locates the
complement in space and time, as in (25c), the complement becomes temporally
anchored, having been ÔlocatedÕ; so it takes pu.
The distinction between na and pu led Christidis (1982; 1983:120) to conclude
that na, being temporally unbounded and describing on-going processes, is associated with ÔdynamicÕ situations, and is more verb-like as a nominaliser. In
contrast, pu, being temporally delimited and describing permanent states, is associated with ÔstaticÕ situations, and more noun-like as a nominaliser. The
static/dynamic distinction follows Lyons (1977:I 483), according to whom static
situations includes states, while dynamic situations include events, processes,
acts and activities, the distinction being that between what Òis conceived of as
existing rather than happeningÓ and what Òhappens (or occurs or takes place)Ó.
In associating static situations with nouns and dynamic situations with verbs,
Christidis appeals to Giv—nÕs (1979:321) continuum of time-stability. All ÔperceptsÕ which can be talked about in language are situated along this continuum;
nouns are aligned along one end of the continuum, as prototypically time-stable
entities, while verbs are aligned along the other, as prototypically time-unstable
and subject to rapid change. According to Christidis, permanent states, closer to
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nouns in this continuum, are associated with the more Ônoun-likeÕ pu; while
processes and actions, closer to verbs in the continuum as more transitory temporally, are associated with the more Ôverb-likeÕ na.37
Nominals and definiteness
Complementiser choice correlates with the degree to which the complement is a
noun phrase. Thus, pu-complements, being factive, can be substituted by simple
nouns (lipiTika pu apetixe o Äianis ÔI was sad that John failedÕ→ lipiTika Äia tin
apotixia tu Äiani ÔI was sad about JohnÕs failureÕ). While this cannot occur for
oti-complements (pistevi oti Ta apotixia tu Äiani ÔHe believes that John will
failÕ →
/ pistevi stin apotixia tu Äiani ÔHe believes in JohnÕs failureÕ), oti-complements can be pronominalised and topicalised (to pistevi oti Ta apotixi o Äianis
ÔHe believes it, that John will failÕ). This is not possible for na-complements (*to
pistevi na apotixi o Äianis ÔHe believes it, that John might failÕ).
As a nominaliser, Christidis (1983; 1986) argues, pu is not only more ÔnounlikeÕ, but generates definite noun phrasesÑexplaining the presuppositions it
evokes as a factive complementiser. As noted in ¤4.1.1, a highly salient presupposition in language, exemplified by utterances like The King of France is bald,
is the presupposition generated by a definite article that its referent exists. If
the X (or Greek to X) presupposes that X exists, and pu is the clausal equivalent
of the/to, as a definite nominaliser, then pu X must also presuppose that X is
true.38
Corroboration that pu is a definite nominaliser comes from the very fact that
it is associated with time-delimited states, anchored in space and timeÑand
thus specific. As further corroboration, the simple noun phrases which can substitute for pu-complements are definite: lipiTika pu apetixe o Äianis ÔI was sad
that John failedÕ→ lipiTika Äia tin apotixia tu Äiani ÔI was sad about the failure
of JohnÕ, lipiTika Äia to ÄeÄonos oti apetixe o Äianis ÔI was sad about the fact that
John failedÕ (Christidis 1986:137). By contrast, Christidis claims, oti-complements are indefinite. This is consistent with the discourse interpretation of definiteness as reflecting the given/new information dichotomy (Prince 1981): definite pu-complements represent given information, while indefinite oti-complements represent new information.
If Christidis is correct, then to oti (which is morphologically definite, since it
includes the definite article) should be completely equivalent with pu, mutatis

37 This

distinction is echoed in the two Spanish copulas estar and ser (discussed in Giv—n
1979:322Ð323): the former is associated with temporary locations and states, while the latter is
associated with permanent states and nouns. Thus, est‡ enfermo Ôhe is sickÕ as against e s
enfermo Ôhe is an invalidÕ.
38For more extensive argumentation on the commonality between factivity and definiteness, see
Melvold (1991).
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mutandis.39 Discussion in ¤4.3.2 strongly suggests this is not the case; recall
also from ¤3.9 that to na is also used, and while morphologically definite, it is no
more time-delimited than simple na-clauses. So while pu probably does incorporate definiteness in its lexical meaning (as indicated by the almost complete absence of to pu-clauses), definiteness is not adequate to characterise the distribution of pu.
Christidis (1986:137) extends the definiteness of pu-complements to the other
major function of pu, relativisation: relative clauses constitute definite noun
phrases, inasmuch as relativisers are associated with definite articles. This association is diachronic (a form equivalent to the definite article, to, acted as a relativiser in Greek from antiquity until the Early Modern period), cross-linguistic
(definite articles and demonstratives are frequent origins of relativisers), synchronic (the declinable Modern relativiser o opios contains the definite article),
and pragmatic (relative clause information tends to be backgrounded, presupposed information).
The crucial point in ChristidisÕ account for our purposes is where he ties in the
synchronic semantics of pu and na with their diachrony. The etymology of pu
and na corroborates the dynamic/static dichotomy nicely, according to Christidis (1983:121Ð122): pu was originally the stationary locative relativiser ho@pou
ÔwhereÕÑconsistent with its ÔstaticÕ function, while na was originally the directional locative relativiser h"@na ÔwhitherÕÑconsistent with its ÔdynamicÕ function.
Furthermore, the locative origin of the two ÔconcreteÕ complementisers contrasts
with the non-locative origin of the ÔabstractÕ complementisers oti and pos
(Christidis 1982:68).
The dynamic/static dichotomy Christidis set up for pu and na has determined
subsequent thought on the grammaticalisation of the two particles; any account
of these must take his work as a starting point. Yet ChristidisÕ account is unsatisfactory in several respects. Christidis (1981), which provides the crucial data for
determining the distribution of complementiser-pu, is lengthly and diffuse; the
reader has to tease out its results, and its wording encourages misunderstandings, as with the putative presuppositionality of oti.40 Its conclusion as to
the unifying semantic factor involved is unsatisfactory: it calls the factor factivity; but it becomes obvious that this is not semantic factivity, but either nonassertivity, pragmatic presupposition (which may or may not be givenness), directness, nominalhood, or some combination of all of the above. The value
Christidis settles on, truth claim, alludes to all of these, and fits none.
The difficulty with ChristidisÕ other papers is that, by contrast, they are too
abstract, rather than too specific. Christidis (1982; 1983) in particular describes

39Recall

that the complements of emotives are obliques rather than direct objects, so that pu
there corresponds to Äia to oti Ôfor the thatÕ.
40Witness for example the attempts of Ginzburg & Kolliakou (1997 [1995]) to grapple with the
implications of ChristidisÕ account.
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na by contrast with pu; so he clearly needs to abstract out a more workable,
background notion of the distribution of pu. The characteristics he works towardsÑnominalhood, presupposition, definitenessÑare valuable observations,
but still fall short of an adequate account.
In part, this is because an adequate account, explaining why complementation in Greek is the way it is, probably involves a good deal of diachronic messiness, with lexical diffusion of the various complementisers, and with complementisers taking on different valencies for different semantic contexts, rather
than one overriding value (¤8.2). The distribution is paradigmatic for pu and na,
with pu taking on the ÔstrongerÕ value in the complementation grid and na the
ÔweakerÕ value, for a given predicate. But the semantic factor distinguishing between stronger and weaker value varies for different parts of the complementiser gridÑwhich is why it can only be summarised as presupposition vs. no
presupposition.
The details of the diachronic diffusion of complementisers into their respective paradigms is a matter to be investigated with EMG data, and is thus not included in this study (although there are some speculative comments in ¤8.1.)
ChristidisÕ account involving dynamic vs. static etyma, however, can be evaluated with respect to Ancient Greek, and this is attempted in ¤5. The results from
that study contradict Christidis. Even if the overall driving semantic opposition
between the two particles were founded in their etymology, it is doubtful that it
would be determined by it. The paradigms the particles encountered as they expanded in Greek would have forced modifications and adjustments of their distribution on the spot; and while such an account is not as satisfyingly global, it
can account for many of the idiosyncracies seen in these distributions.
A major such adjustment seems to have taken place in Greek complementation; in contrast to other syntactic domains, pu found itself in paradigmatic
competition not only with na, but also oti/pos/∅ and ke. The most clearcut semantic differentiation, unsuprisingly, is that for emotives, where pu contrasts
only with na. Where pu contrasts with oti, the differentiation is often subtle, and
involves characteristic properties of pu in a piecemeal way. This suggests a dynamic diachronic development, rather than an ordered semantic situationÑas
seems to have developed with pu/na, in comparison.
4.4.2. Other accounts
There have been six accounts of Greek complementation attempted, each situating pu with respect to a different semantic facet. Kakouriotis (1982) works
with the distinction between topic and presupposition; Vande Ostinje (1985)
with degree of speaker commitment; Svalberg (1992) with immediacy/directness and realis mood; Ginzburg & Kolliakou (1997 [1995]) with eventhood;
Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki (Delveroudi 1994; Delveroudi, Tsamadou &
Vassilaki 1993a; Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki 1993b; Delveroudi,
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Tsamadou & Vassilaki 1994 [1993]) with directionality of assertion; and
Varlokosta (1994a; 1994b; 1994c; 1995 [1993]) with givenness.
A full exposition of these accounts lies outside the scope of this treatment
(Nicholas 1998c); the discrepancies between dialects dealt with in this work are
far grosser than the minute distinctions valid for CSMG. Each of the last three
accounts are particularly promising, though originating in different theoretical
models. Ginzburg & Kolliakou have a rather neat formal model of complement
semantics (exploiting the binary features ±event, ±proposition, and ±fact), and
the distinction between pu-events and oti-facts is one that finds echoes elsewhere in the distribution of pu; yet it is too restrictive to account for the full
range of complements in Greek.
The account by Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki has the fullest coverage of
any account, fitting complementiser-ke rather naturally into its scheme. For pu,
their account is a somewhat different statement of assertivity: the grounds for
knowing the matrix to be true lie in the complement (i.e. She is angry that you
came: the grounds for asserting she is angry lie in the fact that you came),
whereas for oti the grounds for knowing the complement to be true lie in the
matrix (She knows that you came: the grounds for asserting that you came lie
in her epistemic status.) This distinction is neatly characterised as deji¿strofh
versus arister¿strofh (rightward, leftward) assertion.
VarlokostaÕs account appeals to factivity-as-givenness, and exploits a more
rigorous notion of givenness: she explans pu-complements as encoding the
speakerÕs assumption that the complement is familiar to the addressee, particularly if the complement was established as a background issue in the current
discourse. This accounts for the fact that Greek does occasionally use pu to mark
givenness where it is not normally usedÑe.g. linguistic predicates.41
The distributional facts for complementiser-pu are as follows; I adduce the
relative frequency of pu against oti/pos in the text I regard as most characteristic
of CSMG, The Third Wedding (¤4.3.3).
¥
After Emotive Reactions, pu is obligatory. (93%)
¥
After Emotive Appraisals, pu is preferred. (69%)

41Of

the other three accounts, KakouriotisÕ independently asserted primacy of assertivity over
factivity is not in the end in contradiction to ChristidisÕ (admittedly confusingly expressed) position.
Vande OstinjeÕs approach relies on faulty data, but introduces an interesting parameter of
speaker commitment to the truth of the complement. The speaker/referent distinction has
proved crucial to explaining the distribution of complementiser-pu in The Third Wedding; but
as it turns out such an account does not distinguish pu-complements from topicalised oti-complements, and again does not represent a significant advance over ChristidisÕ analysis.
Svalberg uses a notion of immediacy which is somewhat complex (involvement of the matrix
subject in the complement event; spatial and temporal coincidence of matrix subject and complement event; degree to which the matrix subject assesses and valuates the complement.)
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¥

After Perception predicates, na is preferred, then oti/pos, then pu.
oti/pos are marked for indirect perception, while na and pu mark direct
perception; pu is factive. (6.8%)
¥
After Cognitive predicates of Static Knowledge,42 p u is marked.
(2.2%)
¥
After Colloquial Cognitive predicates of Acquired Knowledge, pu
is even more highly marked. (0%)
¥
After Learned Cognitive predicates of Acquiring Knowledge, pu is
unacceptable. (0%)
¥
After Linguistic predicates, p u is marked to the point of being
marginal. (0%)
¥
After all Non-Predetermined predicates, pu is unacceptable in CSMG.
(0%)
Three questions arise from this data. First, what in particular is pu marked for
with the semi-factivesÑthe Cognitive predicates? Second, what semantic factor
determines the possible matrices of pu-complements? Finally, how are the insights on the conditioning for complementiser-pu relevant to an understanding
of the overall semantics of pu?
Markedness of complementiser-pu
The first attempt to resolve this question is ChristidisÕ. The paper identifies two
major interrelated factors: directness rather than indirectness (direct/indirect
perception, direct/indirect recall, direct/indirect reaction), and internalised
rather than intellectual knowledge or recall. Christidis dismisses directness as
an epiphenomenon of what he holds is actually going on: oti evaluates the truth
value of its complement, posing it for epistemic/intellectual scrutiny, while pu
does not make a truth valuation, but rather treats its complement as background to the matrix assertion. As a corollary, oti is assertive, while pu is nonassertive. So factivity is not a sufficient condition for pu use; the factive must
also be non-assertiveÑwhich is normally the case for true factives, but a marked
situation for semi-factives.
Svalberg accords directness (ÔimmediacyÕ) a primary role in her account, and
gives it a specific epistemological basis; but while this is a valid alternative way
of looking at the data, it does not significantly alter our understanding of it: directness and truth valuation are reducible one to the other.
In Ginzburg & KolliakouÕs scheme, p u marks for eventhood rather than
propositionhood or facthood. The scheme has some problems with covering the
entirity of the data; more significantly, though, eventhood is probably not all
that distant conceptually from the other two parameters hitherto associated

42This

category includes Static Knowledge (know, agree, remember, etc.) and Knowledge Loss
(forget).
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with puÑdirectness, and absence of truth valuation. This is perhaps more apparent with complements: indirectness and truth valuation both translate to
epistemicÑi.e. propositionalÑknowledge, 43 and oti in Ginzburg & KolliakouÕs
scheme is analysed as [+proposition].
Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki and Varlokosta independently arrive at the
other major conditioning factor for marked pu, already anticipated in KakouriotisÕ work, and in the association between pu-complements and topic: pucomplements are in some sense given. For Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki,
the pu-complement is theme to the matrix rheme (although they do not use
those terms). For Varlokosta, the pu-complement is givenÑassumed-familiar,
rather than novel.
So there have been two sets of factors identified as conditioning the distribution of marked complementiser-pu. The factors within each set appear to be reducible one to the other in some way; but they cannot be so reduced across the
setsÑtruth valuation/directness/eventhood, on the one hand, and theme/topic/
givenness, on the other. However, the lack of truth valuation is defined by
Christidis as constituting the pragmatic background to an assertion; this provides a connection between the two factor sets, although the precise nature of
the connection is yet to be specified.
Predicates taking complementiser-pu
Traditionally, the conditioning factor for complementiser-pu has been called
factivity; this is the term used in ¤3. Factivity is a more restrictive condition
than Predetermined evaluation modality, and as seen in ¤4.3 all instances of
CSMG complementiser-pu are Predetermined. 44 Yet as early as Christidis
(1981), we have known that factivity is an insufficiently strong condition to describe the distribution: learned predicates of acquiring intellectual knowledge,
such as anakalipto ÔdiscoverÕ, do not allow pu, although they are factive.
What is required is a semantic factor which unites the conditioning for
marked-pu considered above, with the cases for which pu is unmarkedÑtrue
factives, and excludes pu from acquired knowledge predicates. The only complete attempt in this direction remains ChristidisÕ, and what essentially constitute its reformulations by Svalberg and Ginzburg & Kolliakou: pu denotes truth
non-valuation/directness/eventhood. The formulations by Delveroudi, Tsamadou & Vassilaki and Varlokosta do capture true factives, but they do not con43On

the interrelationship of factivity, lack of truth valuation, and eventhood, see e.g. Melvold
(1991:97): ÒExpressions which represent an assertion have as their extension a truth value.
Expressions which represent a presupposition, on the other hand, are definite descriptions of
events. They are neither true nor false; rather they refer or fail to refer to an object in the world,
namely an event.Ó
44This sets aside the problematic case of pu after leo; yet the instances of Linguistic-pu investigated clearly shows the predicate to be Predetermined rather than Determined in those instances.
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sider the discrepancy with emotive appraisals taking oti; and the implicit claim
in their accounts that true factive complements are always topical is suspect.

4.5.ÊConclusion: Implications for semantics of pu
The semantics of complementiser-pu is the tail that wags the dog of the overall
semantics of pu. For non-complementiser usages, pu is in complementary distribution with na alone, where pu is realis and na irrealis. Because of this single
division, the semantic character of nonÐcomplementiser-pu admits much flexibility of definition, and can be readily brought in line with whatever is decided
for the much more complex semantics of complementiser-pu. If we claim complementiser-pu is factive, we can equally claim non-complementiser-pu is factive: there are no non-factive realis usages of pu that this would leave out. If we
constrain complementiser-pu further, delimiting it through eventhood or givenness, we are likewise unlikely to run into any problem in delimiting non-complementiser-pu correspondingly.
The problem with rejecting factivity in favour of other descriptive parameters
is that these other parameters are conceived in terms of complementation; they
are not necessarily relevant to the distribution of nonÐcomplementiser-pu, particularly as the latter is in complementary distribution not with oti, but with na.
So directness is not really useful in the description of pu introducing adjuncts or
collocations. Since lack of truth valuation is what pu and na have in common, it
too is not useful. Nor does the alternative course of thought, involving theme or
givenness, seem useful; relative clauses, at least, can be rhemes or novel.
So for all the useful work on complementation that has happened in the past
decade, when it comes to a more global view of the semantics of pu we still have
no advance on ChristidisÕ (1986) conclusion: pu generally presupposes its clause
(for some sufficiently liberal sense of presupposition), and in that regard is semantically equivalent to a definite article. Yet as seen with the irrealis exclamatories in ¤3.8, there are senses of pu which are not only non-factive, but not even
realis; and no elaboration of semantic factors can hope to encompass both these
exclamatories and emotive complements.
The position taken in this study is that it is futile to search for an overriding
semantic factor determining the entirety of functions of pu; these functions lie
in a family resemblance, and this results from the diachronic career of the particle. It is clear that, in given senses, the semantics of pu is determined by its
etymology, as Christidis has speculated. It is also clear that the majority of usages of pu can be unified by factivity. But not all the usages can or should be so
united; as a dynamic process, grammaticalisation takes pu into different paradigms, where it encounters different linguistic and semantic pressures. A proper
account of pu should encompass both the rulesÑsuch as the factivity of puÑand
the exceptionsÑsuch as the irrealis exclamatories or the knowledge acquisition
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predicates. It should also encompass the diachronic and diatopic variability in
the usage of puÑwhich is considerable, and of which CSMG is only one instance.

